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ABSTRACT

Tlu Perirutal Mental Health Proiect: Aqualitattve evalustion

Julia Cbesselet

MPsych minithesis, Oeearunent of Psychologr, University of the Westcrn Cape

This sulty evaluaes, qualitatively, the PMIIP (Perinatal Mental Health Proiect),

which involves routine screening of women, duriag the anrcnatal period, for postnatal

depression (PhID) aod other mental conditions related to childbirth. This antenatal

screening facility is offered at tbp LMOU (Liesbeeck l\,Iatemity Obstetric Uni0.

Women uiho appear to be at risk are offered corrnselling by a voluntecr psychologist

or clinical social workcr providing a potentially qrcellent intervention for women

during ttre perinatal period. Women, particularly mothes, in South Africa are subject

to social st:essors, ufiich are exacerbated by class inequ,alities within the health care

system. Moth€ftood atso requires a total change of role, resulting in the loss of former

psychological identity and adds the sfiess of mediating family relations as the balancc

of relationships and power are affected. Howwer, most societies gloriff mothsrlrood

and refirse to consider thst it may have a dst side and this contribtrtes to the

imprisonme,lrt of women within a sornptimes.difficult role. Feminist Standpoint theory

provides a theorptical ftamework for this study as this woman ceirtred vieuryoint

suggests that therc should be caution when labelting women wilh postnatal depression

ufrereby it is seen as an illness, intcrp,rsting distress as individual pathology. On the

ufiole perfumtal mental health probtenrs have been pethologized and medicalized

denying the social conditions that women may endr:re and simultaneously

marginalizing the validity of women's voices. This study was esse'ntially exploratory
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in nafine, using qualitative mettrods to obtain the daa The research drew fiom Guba

& Lincoln's Fourth Generation Evaluation method as it views cultural and political

elements as enhancing the evalutive process. Consistent with this metho4 the major

stakeholders of the PMHP were selected as participants. This included six women

wtro and been screened and eounselted at the LMOU as well as six midwives, ttto

counsellors, a psychiatrist and the Foject managpr. The data was analys€d

thematically. The rpsults suggest that tbe PMIIP bas provided an excellent sotnpe of

social support but also highlights the difficutties of implementing a project of this

nature within an under resourcod biomedical context. firis research will hopefully

contrihrte towards a paradiem shift by highlighting women's social location within

the constnrction of perinatal mental health problerns.
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CHAPTER OI\[E

INTRODUCTION

t.loVERVIEW

The rhetoric of motherhood reflects the belief that ttrc birth of a child is a consistcntly

'happy eveot' and tbat motherhood itself is a universally fulfiUiag experience for

women (I-ewin & Oleson, 2000). Psychological research, however, indicates that the

first three months poshatalty rcprcsents an extremely high risk period for significant

enrotional distress (B€ch 2A02; Austin & Lumley, 2003) and that womcn are molE

pmne to sufrer debilitating depression after chitdbirth than at any otlrcr time @oyce

2003; Cutrona, 198,4;Pfost & Steve,ns, 1990)

The biomedical model refers to postnatal dcpression (PIID) as a dcpr€ssive episode

that extends into the postpartum pedo{ which has a clinicd picture similar to that of

non-psychotic mqim dcpressive disorder. There is liftle evidence to supPort a

hormoual actiology, although oestrogen sensitivity may play a role for some wom€lr

@oyce, 2003; Cuhona, 1984; O'Hara, Schlechte & fuwis l99l). '?ostputum

depression" is a clinical term for postnatal depression" which refers to a major

depressive episode that is temporally associded with childbirth (Epperson, 1999).

Theie is little eorurnsur as to the incirtcncc of PND (Nicbolson, l9t9; 1999).

Crenerally it is suggested that PND affects lU l5o/o of mothers in developed counties

(Holden, Sagovsky & Cox, 1989) but prevale,nce statistics do vary. In dweloping

countiee, such as South Africa' the rtported p'revalence is very higt5 for omnrple, in

Kbayelitsha in the Westem C"p., the incidence is 34,7Yo (Cooper, Tomlinson,

Ihttps://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Swartz, Woolgar & Murray, 1999). This staggering statistic resulted in the founding

of the Perinatal Mental Health Project (PMIP), a pilot project, which was started at

the Liesbeeck Maternity Obstetric Unit (LMO[I) in Mowbray, Cape Town.

This study aims to evaluate, qualitatively, the PMHP, which involves routine

screening of women, dgring the antenatal perio4 for PND and other mental conditions

related to childbirttr. The best predictor of PND has been shown to be during

pregulncy, and the optimum time for diagnosis and management is antenally (Boyce,

2003; Spenelli, 1998). This suggests that the antenatal screening facility, that the

LMOU offers, is important so that intervention and care planning can take place most

effectively. This project could potentially provide an excellent source of social

support and treatment for women during the perinatal period.

Women who appear to be at risk are offered counselling by a volunteer psychologist

or clinical social worker. Research has indicated that at least 23Yo of PND starts

during pregnancy and onset varies from twenty four hours to months postnatally

(Wynchanck,2OO2). As the prevalence of PND is higher than other perinatal mental

health conditions, it is the main focus of the project and this study. The screening of

women at the LMOU occurs as part of a routine antenatal check up which ensures that

both the emotional and the physical needs of the women are attended to. The project

uses the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS), which is a depression rating

scale that has been validated for South Africa and has been developed for screening

during both the prenatal and postpartr:m period. ln addition, a Risk Factor Assessment

(RIA) is used, which has been specifically adapted for this client population. If the

2
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results indicate that the client has, or is at risk for developing perinatal mental health

problems, counselling is offered.

The LMOU is part of the Peninsula Maternal and Neonatal Services (PMNS), which

is the state-run obstetric and neonatal health system. It consists of eight MOUs,

mainly in the Cape Flats, two secondary hospitals, Mowbray Maternity and New

Somerset, and a tertiary referral unit at Groote Schuu Hospital. The LMOU was

chosen to host this pilot project because it is the best resouced of all the MOUs. The

intention is to extend the project to the other MOUs in the Western Cape. Recently

funding has become available from the Provincial Govemment Metropolitan District

Health Services to extend the project to Hanover Park and Heideveld MOU's

(Honikman, 2005).

The PMHP was started by a group of health workers who were concemed about the

high prevalence of PND and other perinatal mental health problems, in South Africa,

especially in the impoverished communities who are most at risk for these mental

health disorders (Cooper et al., 1999). It is also hoped that an awaneness of mental

health problems in the public health sector could result in an improvement in obstetric

health care. This project was started against a backdrop of overburdened health

r€sources and an unmet need for women's mental health care (Honikman,2003).

The department of National Health and Population Development in South Africa's

mission for primary health care is "to ensure the provision of cost effective primary

health care to alt the inhabitants of South Africa (Departrrent of National Health and

Population Development 1992: p6 - cited in Dennill, King & Swanepoel, l9D). A

3
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key priority is the health care of women and childrerU and it has been indicated that by

promoting their health, the social and economic burdens on the community can be

reduced @ennill et al., 1999). In 1995 the lvlaternal, Child and Women's Health Plan

(MCWI! was developed and the South African government became a signatory to the

Convention of Rights of the Child. Soon after this the Govemment of National Unity

announced free health care for mothers and children under the age of six years.

However, the implementation of the MCWH policy has been slow and under

resourced. The facilities on the whole are swamped and overextended to meet the

needs of the people, which has, in many instances, resulted in a frtrstrated and

demotivated work force @ennill et. al., 1999). Studies have shownthat patients using

parts of the Cape Town obstetic service experience clinical neglect and even verbal

and physical abuse, particularly towards disempowered black woman patients.

Research has demonstrated that origins of the problems are complex but partly lie in

poor conditions within the workplace. (Jewkes, Abrahams & Mvo, 1998).

The PMHP began with a series of workshops, developed by a multidisciplinary team,

pertaining to perinatal mental health. The four-hour workshop was run for the nursing

staff of the LMOU, ffid was presented by fwo facilitators. A Perinatal Health

Handbook was developed to complernent the workshop training and to act as a

permanent resource for each unit (Honikman, 2003). The introduction to the

workshop involved an exploration of personal or professional experiences of the

perinatal period. The staff were encotraged to reflect on how these experiences

affected their relationships with clients. This was followed by a presentation of

common perinatal mental conditions with a didactic taining on risk factors, signs,

4
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s)rnptoms, m4nagement and prognosis. Listening and basic counselling skills were

introduced through narrative and role-play techniques. The workshop ended with an

introduction to the Perinatal Mental Healttr Handbook with its referral directory and

screening tools, a discussion of local resources and important issues in referring with a

proposed management protocol (Honikman, 2003).

1.2 RATIONALE ['OR THIS STUDY

Women cented approaches suggest that the term 'postnatal depression' is a misnomer

if it implies that the woman herself is 'ill' and the distress is caused by an intemal

dysfunction resulting from childbirttr (Ussher, 1997). Nicholson's (1999) study

suggests that depression following childbirth is not a clinical condition but the origins

are located in the context of problematic relationships, economic and political factors

as well as women's expectations and inadequate preparation for childbirttr and early

motherhood. From this perspective the depression appears to be reactive and is

embedded in female psychology and wider culttual values, rather than determined by

individual pathology (Nicholson, I 999).

A feminist or women centred viewpoint suggest that there should be caution when

labelling women with postnatal depression whereby it is seen as an illness,

interpreting distess as individual pathology (Ussher, 1997). It is clear that many

women are distressed after childbirttr but as Nicholson (1999) notes that the etiology

of postratal depression is arrrbiguous. She argues that the depression may be a normal

part of the experience of motherhood or even an adaptive process allowing the woman

to grieve for her lost self. On the whole perinatal mental heatth problems have been

5
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pathologized and medicalized denying the social conditions which women may

endure (Nicholson, I 990).

Both feminist and biomedical research indicates that if left unrecognised perinatal

emotional disturbances can linger for months, or even years postpartum (Boyce 2003;

Coghill, Caplao, Alexandra, Robson & Kumar, 1986; NicholsorU 1989; Ussher, 1997)

and has potentially significant long-tenn effects on the motler, the child, and their

relationship (Fuggle & Haydon 2000; Cooper et a1.1999) as well ffi on the mother's

relationship with her partner and other famity members (Boyce, 2003; Kumar &

Robson,1984).

It is, therefore, of great concern when depression is not idelrtified. The rationale of this

study arises out of a realization of the lack of perinatat social support for women in

the Western Cape, with deep divisions between private and public health facilities and

resources (Chadwick, 2OO3). It is therefore of great importance that the PMHP is

evaluated within a feminist framework, which considers the social, political and

economic influences on women's mental health.

1.3 AIMS AI\ID OBJECTIYES

ln an attempt to enstue that the needs of the clients are effectively me! it is essential

that the effectiveness of the PMHP is assessed. The present study is in response to this

need. The primary aim of this study is to explo* 
T" 

adequacy and efficacy of the

PMHP as an intervention, through an exploration of the perceptions and experiences

of the staff and clients who are involved witlu or have been exposed to the project.

6
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This was achieved through an exploration of the perceptions of all the participating

staff and clients with regard to the positive and negative aspects of the project. This

includes the key benefits as well as concens and issues that have arisen. A further aim

was to develop recommendations intended to improve the services offered by the

project, and thereby improve the care glven to women dtring the perinatal period.

This study allowed for shared viewpoints from the staff, without these perceptions

being perceived as biased, and from the clients, by grving the mothers a'voice'. The

intention of the study is to be both educative and empowering, a method consistent

with the feminist theoretical framework.

The focus with regard to the midwives includes how the screening process has

impacted on their daily routines and their perceptions of the client's responses to

being screened. A firther aim is to assess whether the project has impacted on their

awareness of the psychological and social implications of childbirth as well as self-

awar€ness. It is important to ascertain whether the project has enhanced or hindered

their roles as midwives. With regard to the cotrnsellors, psychiatist and project

manager, the aim is to explore their perceptions of how their roles have impacted on

the project and whether they perceive the environment and context conducive to

effective consulting.

The project aims to provide a mental health service to women at the LMOU and to

achieve this a// pregnant women are screened in order to identifo those at risk or

suffering with perinatat health problems. This study aimed to explore the

participating clielrt's perceptions of being screened as well as their experiences

relating to being connselled. In relation to this, the intention is also to ascertain the

7
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client's perceptions of their mental health postratally. The objectives of the study

are, therefore, to:

o Explore the experiences and perceptions of a sample of staff who have

been involved in the PMIIP.

. Explore the experiences and perceptions of a sample of mothers who have

been serviced by the project, and to identiff their needs and expectations.

o Make recommendations on how interventions can be improve4 and

suggestions with regard to the potential rolling out of the project to other

MOU's inthe Western Cape.

1.4 SIGI{IHCAI\ICE OF STI'DY

This evaluative study of the PMIIP could have a significant impact on future

strategies, in South Africa for care and management of women antenatally and

postnatally. The findings of this study could also increase knowtedge about the social

world, with regard to the patriarchal society's constnrctions of pregnancy, birttr and

motherhood.

Given the above the rest of the thesis will be stnrctured as follows. In Chapter Two

the salient literatrue regarding PND is presented, followed by a reflection on the

Feminist Standpoint perspective, as well as an overview of the South African medical

cootext. ln Chapter Three, the methodolory used to collect and analyse the data is

described. The procednres, instrumentation, participants and ethical considerations are

also presented. ln Chapter Four the data is analysed and discussed within a Feminist

Standpoint framework. Finally, Chapter Five concludes with a summary of the results

together with recommendations, as well as the limitations of the study.

8https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



CIIAPTER TWO

LITERATI'RE REYIEW

2.T INTRODUCTION

This chapter begins with a historical overview of the medical model's development

and definitions of posparhrm conditions, which includes brief etiological descriptions

of the 'baby blues', PND and postpartun psychosis. This is followed by a review of

the literature pertaining to the detection, identification of those at risk, prevention and

treatnent of PND. The literature relating to the effects of PND on children is also

discussed. This mainsteam perspective is then placed within a feminist standpoint

theoretical framework. The chapter concludes with an overview of the South African

medical context.

2.2 MEDICAL MODEL DEHIYES PERINATAL MENTAL IIEALTH

The ongoing debate of the clinical characteristics and etiology of postpartum mental

disorders began in the mid l9'h century. In 1845 Esquirol described a variety of

postnatal mood syndromes and contested their purported association with lactation

(Nonacs & Cohen, 2002). In 1858 the French psychiatrist Marce first idenffied

postpartum illness as separate from other psychiatric disorders and suggested that it

coutd be classffied into two groups: those with early onset marked primarily by

cognitive slmptoms such as confirsion or delirium, ild those with late onset

characterized by a predominance of physical synptoms (Nicholson, 1990; Nonacs &

Cohen,2002).

9https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



By the turn of the century, the suggestion that postpartum disorders were clinically

distinct from mental disorders occurring at other times was disputed. Consequently

the American Psychiatric Association removed the term postpartum from the

psychiatric nosology and constnrcted a diagnostic scheme that relied on the presenting

synptoms of the illness. PoSparnrm mental illnesses were thereafter commonly

tenned schizophrenic, affective, or toxic disorders (Nonacs & Cohen, 2002).

Much research emerged from psychiatry (Kumar & RobsorU 1987; Nonacs & Cohen,

2OO2) clinical and social psychology (Elliot, 1983; Nicholson, 1990), and sociology

and feminism (Oakley, 1992; Ussher, 1997). However, there has been little cross-

fertilization of ideas and findings despite reported work from multidisciplinary tearns

(Nicholson, 1989).

The medical model identifies a disorder or illness in individual women, who are either

congenitally predisposed to depression which is triggered by childbirttr or have a

history of depression prior to childbirth (Paykel, 1980) or when there is no psychiatric

history, PND is attributed to hormonal changes in late pregnancy and childbirth

@alton, 1971, 1980). Feminists and the social science model implicates social factors

rather than individual women, with PND conceptualised as a realistic response to

blrtlL the maternal role in combination with other life stessors (Kumar & Robson,

1984; Nicholson, 1991; Oakley, 1992).

2.2.1 Postpartum Blues

Research suggests that 6 - 85% of women experience mild depressive symptoms,

tearfulness, anxiety, irritability, mood lability, increased sensitivity and fatigue

l0https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



(EppersorL 1999). This has been labelled as the 'baby blues'and typically occurs fotu

to five days after delivery. Symptoms of the postrartum blues include mild

depression, initability, confusion, mood instability, anxiety, headache, fatigue and

forgetfulness. For most women the experience is short-lived but evidence suggests

that 2}yo of women who experience the 'baby blues' are at risk for PND later in the

postpartum perid (O'Har4 Schlechte, & Lewis, l99l; Nonacs & Cohen, 2002).

Nonacs & Cohen (2002) suggest that careful observation of syrrptom progression

during late pregnancy and the early postparhrm period is warranted. Commonly

reported risk factors for postpartum blues are: a personal or family history of

depression, recent stessful life events or poor social adjustrrent, depression or anxiety

during pregnancy, pessimism during late pregnancy, ambivalence about pregnaocy or

a view that the pregnancy was emotionally diffrcult (Newport, Hostetter, Amold &

Stowe,2002).

2.2.2 P ostaatal Depression

PND refers to a non-psychotic depressive episode that begins in or extends into the

postpartum period. Postpartum depression is a clinical term referring to a major

depressive episode that is temporally associated with childbirth (Epperson, 1999). It is

not recognised by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-

IV) as being diagnostically distinct from major depressive episode, although it

stipulates a postpartum-onset specifier if the onset is within fotr weeks of delivery.

The similarities between ryrm.ptoms of depression and the normal sequelae of

chitdbirttr often complicate the diagposis of PND. The diagnostic slmptoms of Major

llhttps://etd.uwc.ac.za/



Depressive Episode and Pos@artum Major Depression (PND) are depressed mood,

lack of pleasure or interest, agitation or retardation, feelings of worthlessness or gurlt

and thoughts of suicide. Other symptoms for PMD are weight loss, loss of energy,

diminished concentration and sleep disturbance. Epperson (1999) suggests that the

latter symptoms are easily confused with nomral responses after childbirth.

2.2.3 Postpartum Psychosis

According to American studies postpartum psychosis occurs in,0.2o/o of childbearing

women This condition is the most sever€ of the postrartum symdromes and usually

presents initially as mania. The onset is usually within the fust three weeks and often

within a few days of delivery (Newport et a1.,2002). Early warning signs include

sleeplessness, agitation, expansive or irritable mood and avoidance of the infant.

Postpartum psychosis is considered as an emergency, as delusions and hallucinations

often involve the infant. For example, a mother may experience auditory

hallucinations 'telling' her to kitl the infant. Approximately 5% of women with this

condition commit suicide and4Yo commil infanticide (Knopps, 1993 cited in Neuport

et a1.,2002). Puerperal psychosis should be considered a psychiatic emergency.

2.3DETECTION OF' PERINATAL MENTAL TIEALTII PROBLEMS

Studies are evenly divided in reporting postnatal depression as either more or less

severe than depression at other times (Nicholson, 1990) and there is little evidence

that the nafiue of symptoms differs between postratal and non-postnatal depression

(Nonacs & CoherU }OO}).In diagnosing depression in the postnatal period, there is a

risk that nomnl emotional changes may be mistaken for depression or may mask

depressive symptoms (Cooper et al., 1997). According to Epperson, (1999), the

t2
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detection of PND is complicated by several factors. Firstly, most women expect a

period of adjustrrent after having a baby, Therefore, first time mothers may not

recognise that what they are experiencing in not within the norm. Secondly, societal

prcssures to be a 'good mother' are such that if a woman does recognise that

something is wrong, she may withhold her feelings out of shame and fear. Another

complicating factor is that woman often do not know who to furn to if they are feeling

distessed after childbirth (Epperson, 1999).

2.4. IDENTTITYING THOSE AT RISK

Risk factors, according to Bech (1998) are characteristics that have been shown to

increase the probability of developing PND. They are indicators of an increased

probability of developing PND but are not directly related to the cause (Beclq 1998).

Methods of identification and intervention for women particularly at risk of PND

depression should be given prominence. It has frequently been suggested that a

checklist of risk factors would help clinicians assess the possibility of postrratal

depression occurring and identifr high-risk mothers early in pregnancy. (Beck, 1998;

Sheldon, l99l).

The majority of mainstream research identifies multifactorial risk factors. This

includes extemal and environmental influences such as stressful events and

inadequate social support as well as psychological and physiological factors, which

arise from 'within' the women. However, there is an increasing realization that

conventional risk factors are able to explain only a small part of the picture of

individual and group differences in health, death and disease (Oakley, 1992). Because

the exploration of health has traditionally required the search for factors causing

l3https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



disease, it has rezulted in an explanation of health not towards identi$ing 'benefit'

factors, but rather towards an understanding towards 'risks' (Oakley, lgg2). The risk

factors are also presumed to be generalisable to atl women, not taking into

consideration the context of women's experience, and their different positions in the

social stnrcture (Harding, l99l).

The following is a synopsis of the most coclmonly recognised risk factors leading to

PND. However, much of this research has been conflicting, presumably because

women's experiences are context bound.

2.4.1 Family or Personal History of Depression/Anilety

Most studies have found a significant relationship between prior history of depressive

symptoms and postnatal depression (Cutrona, 1982). A family history, or personal

history of depression has been reported in many retrospective, cross-sectional and

prospective studies (Beclq 1995; Dennerstein, 1989; Gotlieb, Whiffen, Mount, Milne

& Cordy 1989; Sheldon, 1991; WhifferU 1992). Specifically, Watson's 1984 British

study fonnd that 60% of postrratally depressed women had a history of emotional

problems. This was confirmed by Paykel, Emms, Fletcher & Rassaby, (1980) who

reported that 63yo of depressed women had a psychiatric history as opposed to l3Yo of

the controls. Spangenberg's (1991) South African study, however, compared

depressed and non-depressed groups postratally, ffid concluded that previous

depressive episodes were of no significance.
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2.42 Prenatal Depression and Anxiety

Prenatal depression and anxiety have frequently been identified as the strongest

predictors of postparturr depression (Beclq 1998; Boyce, 2003; Dennerstein et al,

1989). Prenatal depression can occur dr:ring any or all three of the timesters of

pregnancy (Beck, 1998). However, Kumar & Robson (1984) refuted this claiming that

their subjects suffered from antenatal or postnatal depression, not both. Another study

delineated the influence of maternal stess, social support and coping styles on

depressed mood druing pregnancy and the early postpartum period. Approximately

l6Yo of the women in a sarnple of 80 women experienced depressed mood in the

postpartum period utd 25o/o of the sample reported a depressed mood only during

pregnancy (Da Costa, Larouche, Dritsq & Brender, 2000).

2.43 Social Support

The most frequenfly recognized risk factor relating to postnatal depression is social

support. Numerous studies have identified social support as a key to the prevention of

mental health problems (Bech 1995; Cutrona, 1984; Hargovan, 1994 Spangenberg,

l99l). Cutona, (1984) concluded that the specific components of social suPporq

which were most predictive of postrratal depression, were deficiencies in social

integration and reliable alliance. She also noted that social support (which was

assessed dudng pregnancy) was not a significant predictor of depression two weeks

after delivery. This could be exptained by the hormonal changes on women's moods,

which causes emotional lability. However, after eight weeks psychosocial factors are

more significant as the hormonal factors were no longer influencing the emotional

state (Cutrona, 1984).
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Wanderman, Wandermat & Khan (1980) suggest that the temr social support is

multidimensional and the type of social support should be specified as specific tlpes

of support are related to specific types of adjustrnent. The role of social support is best

nnderstood in the total context of adjustment to parenthood (Wandeflian et a/. 1980).

Because of the demands of baby care, postpartum women need additional emotional

and practical support @eck 1998; Da Costa 2000; Paykel, 1980). This refers to

instnrrrental suppo4 such as babysitting and help with chores as well as emotional

support (Beck, 1998). This risk factor is exacerbated if there is childcare stess, such

as infant health, steeping or feeding problems (Cutrona, 1984; O'Hara et al. 1984;

Wanderman et al. 1980; Whiffen, 1992). Studies have also found that women who

were single parents or divorced were more likely to experience postratal depression

@raverman & Roux, 1978 cited in Cufion4 1982, O'Hara, 1984), yet Hayworth,

Little, Bonham, Priest& Sandler's (1980) study suggested that there is no relationship

between marital status and depression.

2.4.4 Social Relationships

Most prior research has used married samples, and have showed that social

relationships play a role in pospartum adjusrnent (Cutron4 1984). There is a

significant relationship between marital or partrer discord and postnatal depression

(Beck, 1998; Boyce, 2003; Kumar & Robson, 1984; O'Hara, Rehm & Campbell,

1983). Boyce (1979) specifically referred to spouses who provided low care or were

over controlling as risk factors for women with high interpersonal sensitivity, &d

Sheldon (1991) reports the lack of support from the spouse as a prominent risk.

Spangenberg, (1991), however, suggests that ttre cause and effect of such studies are

ambiguous as the depression may have contributed to the poor marital relationship.
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However, a significant relationship has also been fotrnd prior to birth and subsequent

postpartum depression (Kumar & Robson, 1984, Watson, Elliot, Rugg & Brougtl

1984). Other studies suggest lack of support from persons other than the sPous€

presents a risk factor (Cutona, 1984, O'Har4 et al., 1986, Wandersman, et al. 1980).

Conflict with parents and the quality of relationship between the women and her

parents, especially her mother, ha" also proven to be a significant risk factor @a

Costq 2000; Gotlieb, Whiffien, Mount, Milne & Cordy, l99l; Kurnar & Robson,

|984;SheldorU l99l). Paykel et al., (1980) however, fail to validate this theory.

2.4.5 Negative Life events/ Stressors

Negative life events and life stress are frequently identified as causal factors in

retospective studies, particularly around the time of birth (Beck 1996; Hargovan,

1994;O'Hara et al,1984; Sheldon, 1991). Beck (1996) suggested that stressful events

included experiences such as divorce or separation, occupational changes and other

crises such as illness, financial issues, accidents, victims of violence and abuse.

Righetti-Velterna, Conne- Perreard & Manzano's (1998) study suggests that difficult

births and separation of the newborn from the mother during early puerperium are risk

factors. Research in South Africa as well as Europe indicates that the condition is

especially prevalent in women who live in conditions of socio-economic hardship

with limited social support (Cooper, Tomlinson, Swartz, Woolgar & Murray, 1999l'

Gotlieb et al, 1989; Harpman, 1994).
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2.4.6 Cultural Difierences

It has been suggested that PND is culture bound and that Westem culture shapes and

supports depressive syrrptomology (Harkness, 1988; Stern & Kruckman,l983).

Research carried out by Cox, (1988) however, confadicts this, highlighting a

traditional postnatal condition in rural Ganda" which has very similar symptoms to the

Western diagnosis.

2.4.7 Chemical/llormonal Imbalance

It has been hypothesised that women who suffer from postratal depression have a

chemical imbalance or dysfunction that manifests itself in the symptoms of depression

(Cutrona, 1982). Dalton's (1971) honnonal theory suggests that women who

experience emotional problems in adjusting to hormonal changes of the menstrual

cycle will have greater problems adjusting to the even greater hormonal changes

following delivery. Other studies have confirmed this (Anzalone, 1977; Bloch,2000

cited in Boyce, 2003; Nott, Franklin, Armitage, & Gelder, 1976). However, later

research has shown no correlation between premenstrual tension and postnatal

depression @oyce, 2003; Cutrona, 1982; O'Hara, 1984).

2.5 ROUTII\IE SCRE,EI\ING

Early recognition and teatment is one of the major challenges with PND (Beck 2002;

Spinelli,l998). Generally speaking early detection of perinatal mental health problems

are possible through routine medical channels, antenatal and paediatric checkups and

possibly at private and state clinics (Beck, 2002). Making persoffi in the 'helping'

profession aware of the possible serious emotional sequelae to childbirth, could
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possibly contribute significantly to diagnostic and intervention strategies (Sheldon,

leel).

2.5.1 Acceptability of Routine Screening to'Women

Boyer (2000) argues that one of the best ways to deal with PND is to prevent it

happening in the first ptace. She suggests that pregnancy is the ideal time to start to

implement preventative stategies because of the contact women have with health

professions during this time. However, a recent qualitative study explored women's

experiences of routine screening by health visitors using the EPDS (Shakespeare,

Blake & Garcia, 2004).

This British study concluded that over half of the participants found routine scteening

with the EPDS to be unacceptable. The women found the process sf ssle€ning too

simplistic and claimed to prefer open questions and an opportunity to talk. The

women were anxious of the consequences of screening and were reluctant to answer

the questions honestly. They also felt ill prepared for the screening. 33% of the

women felt the baby clinic was an inappropriate place to complete the EPDS, as there

is inadequate time and privacy. Most preferred screening at home. Women also felt

dissatisfied that they received little feedback from the health workers (Sbakespeare,

2004).

The study also revealed that some women perceived the screening to be a personal

inmrsion, and atfibuted their distess to their social situation rather than an illness.

They saw no medical solution to their distress, and therefore resented the questions

from health professionals. The participants also commented on the stigma relating to
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PND. They claimed that they were reluctant to admit to PND because it related to

their image of a good mother. Women felt tlreatened by a questionnaire that was

designed to' diagnose' this stigmatising illness (Shakespeare, 2004).

Thurtle's (2003) study also revealed that women deliberately provided socially

desirable responses to the EPDS rather revealing their truths. This study identified

discrepancies between EPDS scorres and women's self reported feelings of depression.

The behaviour appears to be related to the stigma of positive screening results and the

potential ef,fects of the diagnosis of PND. Such a diagnosis is perceived as a threat to

the family (Shakeqpeare, 2004; Thurtle, 2003).

Webster, Linnane, Dibley & Pritchard's (2000) Australian Sdy, assessed the

effectiveness of antenatal screening of women at risk for postnatal depression. The

programme began at the prenatal booking-in clinic where specific questions about

social support and the family's psychiatric history was asked. Identification and

management became part of the routine care for those who appeared to be a risk. This

study measured the usefulness of the screening method for women at risk for postnatal

depression. Compared to a contol group of 301 women, women with risk factors

were almost 2.5 times more likely to develop postnatal depression. The most

significant risk factors were low social support (meastred by the Matemity Social

Support Scale), a personal history of mood disorder and a past history of postnatal

depression. The effectiveness of this study is highlighted by the simplicity of the

design, which can be easity implemented in an antenatal setting (Webster, 2000).
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2.5.2. Screenin g Methods

2.5.2.1 Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)

The most commonly used screening tool in the postnatal period is the EPDS (Cooper

& Murray,l997), and is the tool ttrat is used by the PMHP. Cox, et al (1987) argues

that a screening tool needs to be simple to complete and not require a health worker to

have any specialist knowledge of psychiatry. They developed and validated the EPDS,

which has been used effectively as a screening tool. It is a simple, brief self report

measurE which is easy to administer, simple to interpret and can be readily

incorporated within the routine antenatal services (Cooper et al, 1997). It is also

sensitive to changes in the severity of depression over time, making it a useful

indicator of progress in teatnent (Con et al 1987).

According to Beck (1996) to date, researchers have devoted more attention to

constructing instnrments that screen for PND than devising tools to predict PND

(Bech 1996). The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale has, however, been

repeatedly assessed and used as a predictive tool. It has been validated for use

antanatally as well as telephonically and screens for depression as well as auiety

(Harris, Huckle, Thomas, Johns, & Fung, 1989, Murray & Carothers, 1990.). This

screening tool, is therefore, appropriate for the PMIIP, as the screening is carried out

in the antenatal period.

The EPDS was initially validated for the United Kingdom, but has subsequently been

validated for other comrnunities. Lawrie, Hofrneyr, de Jager and Berk (1998),

concluded in their validation study that the EPDS is a vatid screening instrument for

the urban South African community if it is administered verbally. It has been
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tanslated into six South African languages. This validation makes it an appropriate

tool for the PMHP.

2.5.2 2 Postpartum l)epression Predictors Inventoty

Beck, (1995) did a meta-analysis of the predictors of PND and subsequently

developed an inventory in the form of a checklist. The purpose of this Postparnm

Depression Predictors Inventory is to help identiff women at risk for developing

PND. The first six predictors can be assessed during pregumcy and the last two,

childcare stress and maternity blues are assessed after the women has delivered. A

nurse or midwife, in an interview process, asks guided questions. The PDPI is not

intended as a self-report questionnaire or as a psychometic testing instrument.

Through the dialogue a women is given the opportunity to discuss her experiences and

problems and the health care practitioner is given an opportunity to get a picture of

each risk factor (Bech 1996).

2.5.23 Postpartum Emotional Disorder (PED) Questionnairrc

Braverman and Roru (1978) designed a device for detecting women at risk for

Postparturn Emotional Disorder (PED). Women attending an Australian prenatal

clinic completed a l9-item'!es-no" type questionnaire. Questions for inclusion in the

study were chosen by ctinical intuition as well as current knowledge concerning

psychopathology in general. Certain items showed predictive value: l) feeling

unloved by husband 2) feeling that pregnancy is undesired. 3) past history of

postpartum depression 4) being single or separated 5) marital problems 6) trnplanned

pregnancy. It remains to be ascertained, however, whether this questionnaire would be

appropriate in other sociocultural environments @ravemmn & Roux, 1978).
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2.5.2.4 Perinatal Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Questionnaire.

Callahan and Hynan (2002) evaluated the Perinatal Posttrarrmatic Stress Disorder

Questionnaire. The study included administering questionnaires to high-risk and low-

risk mothers concluding the effectiveness of this tool for identiffing emotional

distr,ess in mothers. The high-risk mothers scored higher on all levels of ernotional

distess, suggesting the effectiveness of this screening tool.

2.5.2.5 Microcomputer-Delivered Questionneire

The Hamilton Depression Rating Scale was adapted for self-rating, and administered

by microcomputer. There were significant associations, at all levels of severity,

between raised scores antenalally, ild those developing postnatally in women

completing this study (Ancil, Hilton, Carr, Tooley & McKenzie, 1986). The results

indicated that ttris method of screening proved feasible within general practice in the

United Kingdom. It was reported as being non intnrsive and fitted into the routine of

the antenatal clinic. The stafffound the machines easy to operate (Ancil et a1.,1986).

However, the microcomputer technique is unlikely to be appropriate in the South

African context, ufiere resources are limited.

2.6 MANAGEMENT OF PERINATAL MENTAL IIEALTH PROBLEMS

General research points towards the importance of fieating postnatal depression in

primary care supporting the view that 'therapeutic listening' and extra support may be

helpful in treating the depression (Adler & Tnrmaq 2002; Cox, Holden & Sagovsky,

l9E9; Cutrona, 1982). WhittorU Warner & Appleby (1996) reported that routine care

for women with postnatal depression includes treatnent with anti-depressants,

cognitive behaviotral therapy and often non-directive counselling from health
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visitors. However, many women do not acknowledge their depression and ask for help

(Whitton et al., 1996), and women are often aft'aid of being stigmatised with the

'illness' (Shakespeare, 2004; Thurtle 2003).

Boyer, (2000) suggests that an effective intervention to prevent postrratal depression

in high-risk groups would benefit women in reducing depression and its impact on the

child and marital relationships. However, the evidence for the effectiveness of

intenentions to prevent PND are conflicting. Stuart, O'Hara & Gorman (2003)

suggest that psychosocial treatnents for postpartum depression can be placed in two

categories. Firstly, the preventative interventions involving those who are at risk for

PND, and secondly an intervention that is designed to teat women who have already

developed PND.

2.6.lPrwention

2.6.1. lEducational Support

A cohort study of mothers identified as vulnerable to depression during the antenatal

perio{ found that first time mothers who had taken part in a parenthood educational

programme had significanfly lower EPDS scores compared with routine care (Ellioq

Leverton, Sanjack & Bushnell, 2000) Meager & Milgrom (1996) found that a l0

week programme of educational and social support helped women with persistent

depression originating in the puerperium. Antenatal education is suggested to

improve women's acceptance and rmderstanding of available tneatnent as well as

routine postnatal screening (Whitton et a1.,1996).
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A prevention heatnent tial was conducted by Gordon and Gordon, (1999) in which

women were randomly assigned to participate in psycho educational classes during

pregnancy. The results indicated that only l5Yo of the women who received classes

experienced postnatal 'upsets' as opposed to 37Yo of the nonteated women. Halonen

& Passman (1985) did a prevention study which involved relanation therapy designed

to alleviate postnatal distress. The women were treated in their homes by a trained

therapist, and showed lower scores on the Beck Depression Inventory (BDD compared

to the women in the contol groups.

2.6.1.2 Antenatal Counselling/Psychothenpy

Gorman (1997), screened women to ascertain those who were high risk for PND. The

women who had at least one risk factor out of five (personal history of depression,

family history of psychiatric disturbance, depressive symptoms during pregnancy,

marital maladjusment and negative life events) were offered treatnent. The

intervention consisted of tvro individual counselling sessions duing pregrrancy and

three weekly sessions between two to four weeks postpartum. The results indicated

that at one month postnatally the women who received intervention (as opposed to the

control goup) were less likely to have experienced PND. The difference was not

significant at six months.

2.6.2Treatment

2.6.2.1 Postnatal Counselling/Psychoth'erapy

Empirical data strongly zupports the effectiveness of counselling and

psychotherapeutic interventions for acute treatuent of PND. Most research indicates

that between six to ten weekly postnatal therapeutic sessions can be helpful for the
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teatnent of PND (Beck, 2002; Boyce, 2003). Cox, Holden & Sagovsky (1989) in a

randomised controlled trial showed that nondirective counselling was effective in

alleviating postnatal depression. In this study 69% recovered as opposed to 38%o

receiving routine care. The intervention included eight weekly counselling visits by

health visitors who had been given a short haining in counselling for PND. According

to Wickberg & Hwang (1996), twelve out of fifteen women with major depression

recovered after six cotrnselling sessions with health nurses compared with for:r

women in a control group using routine care. Cooper and Murray (1997) found that

nondirective counselling, psychotherapy and cognitive behaviour therapy were equally

effective. Morgan, Matthew, Barnett & Richardson (1997) concluded that there were

significant decreases in postnatal depression after eight weekly goup

psychotherapeutic sessions.

2.6.2.2 Home Yisits

Armstrong, FIEser, Dadds & Morris (1999) and Fuggle & Haydon (2000) both

evaluated the impact of home visiting of women in the immediate postpaftum period.

Armstrong, et al.,(1999) reported tlnt women who received this intervention had

significant reductions in PND as well as improvements in their parental role

predicting long temr benefits for the healthy development of children. Fuggle &

Haydon (2000) compiled resource estimation for setting up a health visiting service

for screening and counselling women with postnatal depression. The majority of

health visitors reported that the sceening visits werc supportive to the client.

Feedback concluded that clients did not find the screening interview intrusive, but

rather resulted in the client having a better relationship with her own feelings and

improved the relationship with the health visitor.
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2.623lhbricfing

Gamble, Creedy, Webster & Moyle's (2001) fiodings suggest that a single detriefing

or nonditwtive couselling session to prevent or rcduce depession and nauma

symptoms following birth has not significant value in reducing morbidity and may

wen be harmfirl. In contrast, howwer, women rcported that m opportrmity to talk

with someone about the birth was helpful in facilitating tpcovery (Gamble et. al.

2001).

2.6 2.4 Phruecologicrl Treatment

Horrronal therapies have been the subject of considerable debate, however little

rpliable evidenoe is available. No evidence could be identified for the effectiveness of

natuml progesterone or synthetic proge$erones in the treatment of PND (Launie &

Dalton 2000). A randomised conholl€d fial of the use of antide,pressant therapy in

PND caried out in a community setting demonstrated a beneficial effect from

fluoxeine combined with at least one session of modified Cognitive Behavioural

Therapy (CBT) in women with mild PND (Laulrie & Dalton, 2000)

Evide,nce from a ca$ control study carried out in the United Stares suggests that both

selective serctonin reuptake intribitors (SSRI's) and ticyclic antidepressants (TCA's)

are effective PND treatme,nt (Wisner & Crelenberg, 1999). A small case series

suggests that SSRI's are not less effestive in petients with postnatal dep,ression than in

other patient groups (Stowe & Casarella, 1995).
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2,7 Etr'FECTS OF POST NATAL DEPRESSION

There is substantive evidence for the link betrneeir PND in rnothers and emotional

disttnbance in their children (Allen & Kumar, 1995; Beck, 1998; Cooper, et al.,l9E9).

Evidence indicates that the combination of PND and social advenity have a large

impact on the quality of mother-infant relationship (Murray & Cooper, 1997). Il
South Africa infants of poor communities art particulady nrlne,rable as they are

subject to parenting urftich is under the straio of both mErked socio-economic hardship

and high rates of depression. It has been found that these mothers were less sensitively

engaged wittr their infants, and the infants were less positively engaged with their

mothers (Cooper, et a1.,1999). The positive benefits of mother-infant intervention are

limiEd, but early intervention does show short-term benefits (Munay & Cooper,

2003).

Child cognitive development also has been found in some studies to be adversely

atrected (Coghill et a1.,19E6; Hay & Kumar, 1994; Kjurstens & Wolke, 2001). In

India a study of infrnts of depressed women in a lower socio-economic group

rcvealed that low birth weight and poor me,ntal development scores wer€ associated

with PND (Patel, DeSouza & Rodrigues, 2003). A prospective, longitudinal study of

the five-year-old childlen's adjustrnent to school of postnatally depressd and well

women concluded that PND has a persisteirt effect on childrcn (Sirclair & Murray,

l99E). However, family class and the child's geoder had the most pervasive

influeuces on adjustment This study denonslrated that there were raised levels of

adjusment to school amongst boys trom families with low socio-economic status.
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Recent research revealed that children whose mothers sutrered from PND showed

more diverse and sevetp aggressive behaviours than other children. This longitudinal

study conducted in turo communities in South london showed children aged 11,

particularly boys, to be involved wittl fighting with peen (Hay, 2003). Rancbandani's

(2005) study suggests tbatpterrut depression may hinder children's early behavioural

and emotional development, causing hperactivity, particularly in boy children. This

suggests that that paternal influence should not be excluded from mainstreart

research into infant dcvelopment and psychopatholory. $amchandani, 2005).

2.E FEMINIST STANDPIOINT PERSPECTTVE

From a feminist standpoint perspective 'illness' and 'health' and the notion of PND is

at least prtially coos,tructed within social practices, relationships, language and roles,

and is always shafd by culture and history. Stardpoint feminists would argue that

historicatly PND is a social category that pathologizes women by placing a biological

or medical label on their symptoms suggesting that the defect lies within the

fudividual, ignoring the impact of society and culttre. Feminist standpoint 8$rrumes

that women, and others in social marginality, are ideal lpufiles of knowledge in so far

as they do not defend any vested interests and thus are more impartiat and objective

(Eaeletoo" 2003).

The premise of the rcalist pcrspective is that objects have real existenc€ indepcndent

of any perceiver, or sultural knowledge. Alternatively fe,minists sugg€st that

knowledge must be understood in relation to the historical and cultural context in

which it is situated. This knowledge is wsained by social practise+ and knowledge

and social action go together (Burr, 195). There are multiple voices and theories
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within the framework of femini$n, such as feminist empiricism, standpoint theory and

posrnodernism all of which recognise women's lived experiences as legitimate

sources of knowledge (Campbell & Wasco,2000).

Feminist standpoint theory, the framework in which this study is placed, rejects "/
traditional research, which conceptualises women's experiences within dominant male

discourses. The notions of universals and the emphasis on rationality, reason and

technologr are questioned, and the positive contribution that women can make to

knowledge is stressed (Eagleton, 2003). This necessitates critical research from the

standpoin! or perspective, of women, so that the social stnrctures that oppress and

marginalize women become visible. Such research leads to less distorted claims that

are more representative of women (Harding, l99l). It is reflexive, women centred and

aims to deconstnrct women's lived experiences and aims to tansform patiarchy and

corresponding empowerment of women (Campbell et al., 2000) by challenging

positivism and realism, which underlies medicine, psycholory and other mainsEealrt

health research (Ussher, 1997).

Within a postnodern feminist perspective, contradictions are to be expected as it is

argued that meaning is multiple, fragtnented and often contadictory. However,

standpoint theorists do not maintain the postmodernist's respect for multiple

perspectives. They argue that the unique perspectives of'oppressors' and'oppressed'

are equally valid, may present a problem in terms of affecting social change. The

feminist standpoint perspective affirms the existence of reality, both physical and

environmental, but its representations are characterised and mediated by culture,
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language and political interests such as race, gender or social class (Campbell &

Wasco,2000).

Standpoint feminism offers a more radical critique than feminist anpiricism by

offering a critique of the ways in which rationality and objectivity are implemented as

a human, social and scientific ideal. This framework assumes that women's socially

induced 'difference' is in facL a scientific resource that needs to be infused into what

our culture has codified as science @agleton, 2003). An important element to this

approach is also the critique of power relations, by exposing the relationships of

domination and exclusion, which operate within philosophies, social science and

medicine. There is systematic attention to power relations, focusing on the position of

individuals, in terms of gender, class, r?ce, age and religion (Nielson,l990).

Nicholson's (1999) study argues that the notions of PND need to be reconstructed to

place women outside the clinicaUmedical discotrse and seek to understand them as

problems individuals experience within and as part of their lives. Such a

reconstnrction moves outside the medical approach and beyond the social science

approactr, where PND is seen as an objective phenomenon, even though they may be

related to social factors. They argue that the reconstruction of PND is based on

subjective experiences of those who identifr themselves as depressed, in terms of

meaningful life experiences, which may be understood as depressing experiences.

ffi5 6sans that these experiences are not distinct from subjective experiences and

meanings which individuals construct throughout their lives (Nicholson, 1999). This

shifts the focus from the individual to the social context and to the power relations

within which experiences il1d msanings are constructed.

\\\
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Feminism has been criticised for proposing a universal female truth. It is argued that

the idealised fomr of motherhood is ruriversalise{ yet is primarily defined from the f
experiences of white middle class westem women (Ussher, 1997). However, this has

been contested by standpoint theorists who focus on multiple standpoints that reveal

the complexities of race, gender, class and sexual orientation in women's lives

(Olesor12000).

Differences in the meaning of motherhood can be starkly contrasted zrcross different

cultures and socio-economic groups. Nicholson, (1990), for exarnple, has argUed that

the social conditions of contemporary motherhood exist within a clearly defined social

context that includes heterosexuality, marriage and childrearing that constitute the

patriarchal rules which regulates motherhood in western society (Nicholson, 1990).

However, in South Africa many women have no access to reproductive rights and

basic medical care, and therefore endure a starkly different experience of reproduction

and mothering than women in the developed world. A feminist standPoint

epistemolory provides a useful way of conceptualising PND within the broader

context of South African society.

Feminist standpoint theorists maintain that, relative to other strands of feminism, this

approach grounds its theory in political activism for social change (Harding, 1991).

The basic tenant of this study is therefore, orientated towards change through

challenging aspects of the categoizatton of PND resulting from discursive practices,

which historically have been controlled by male medical experts. Feminists have

/
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challenged the concept of pregnancy as an illness and in general women are

attempting to assert their voice with regard to childbirth (Nicholson, 1990).

2.9 TIIE SOUTH AFRICA}I MEDICAL CONTEXT

Within the South African context the dominant culnre that explains ill health is the

biomedical model, also described as the Western or 'technocratic model' @avis

Floyd, 1994 p.172). The main underlying principle of this approach to health care is

the norm of separation. The condition, or disease, is separated from the person, and

the ill health is understood as external to the person's context @avis Floy4 1994).

Davis Floyd, (1994), describes the essence of the medical model as separation - 'of

humans from nature, of mind from body, of mother from child' (Davis Floyd, 1994

p.172).It defines the causes of mental health problems as disease related. Mainsteam

views of perinatal mental health problems are approached from biomedical responses

to childbirttr and motherhood. Although most modem obstetrical texts advocate

Fegruncy as a natural and intrinsically healthy process, this is usually overridden by

the concept of birth broken into components of standardizedmeasurements and rules.

Nature/body is seen as synonymous with femaleness, otherness and inferiority and the

medical model strives to transcend this through technology and science, which are

considered'progress' @avis-Floyd, 1994).

Davis-Floyd (1994) believes that the medical model firnctions as an agent of social

control which moulds and directs individual values, beliefs and actions. Gillespie

(2000) explains a variety of reasons for the growth of medicalization. Firsfly, it is

argued that modern medicine is increasingly used as an agent of social contol
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(especially over women) making them dependent on the medical profession, and on its

links with pharmaceutical and other indusnies. It has also been seen as a way of

contolling deviant behaviour, by defining those who do not conform to social nonns

as 'ill' or 'mad'. It is also aryud that the decline of the religious worldview with the

replacement of 'health' as a moral model of the rrniverse has resulted in the spread of

medical explanations into areas of life, which it was nevetr designed to deal with.

Finally, medicalization is probably also more likely if the body is conceptualised as a

'machine' and stipped of its social and cultural context (Gillespie 2000).

The distorted emphasis on biological and medical causes in defining the causes of

health problems, overlooking the promotive and preventative aspects, makes it

difficult to analyse health problems in counties such as South Afric4 where there are

high levels of poverty. [n South Africa ill health is rooted in psychosocial, economic

and political factors, which imFacts on physical and mental health, as well as

responses to health seeking (Chadwich 2003).

2.9.1 Obstetrics

The biomedical model defines birth complications and perinatal mental health

problems as disease related, but it has been widely documented and accepted that

causes are not only medical but rooted in a wide range of factors - socio-economic,

cultural, political and most importantly the weaknesses of the health system (World

Health Organisation, 2001). Brems & Griffiths (1993) argue that ttris model divides

health from the setting that produces it. In the context of matemal health, most doctom

are tained to see labowing mothers as risk patients, whose normality can only be
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proved after the event. Women are not looked at holistically as matemity care is

centred on the pregnancy itself.

Chadwick (2003) comments on the relationship between the medical model and the

'developing' world. She notes that research has indicated that whilst birth activists are

challenging the western models of birttr by questioning unnecessary medical

intervention, in the 'developing' world there is urgency for more medical technology.

This highlights how the operation of diffference is possibly the most important factor

impacting on how women experience childbirttr (Chadwick, 2003).

In South Afric4 medical schools produce some of the world's most renowned

specialists in obstetrics and g5maecology, at the same time there are dee,p divisions

between private and public health facilities and resources (Chadwick, 2003).

However, the private sector, in the year 2000, delivered oriy 160/o of the total births

for that year, even though it houses the skills, technology and resources. The public

sector was responsible for 84Yo of the total births for that year (Health Status & Health

Services Report, PAWC, 2000D001- cited in Chadwick,2003).

2.9.2lvlenrtal Health

Psycholory has taditionally been a male-dominated discipline at all levels of the

profession and scholarship. Early researchers and practitionerc were male, resulting in

the rhetoric and ethos of the profession being developed from a patriarchal

perspective, which mirrors the discourse within psychology as an academic discipline.

Historically the gender of client groups have been ignored, or seen as irrelevant, with
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a startling omission of any discussion of gender issues within the professional or

research literatrne (Ussher & Nicholso n, 1992).

Kaplan (1983) argues that psychiatic diagnostic criteria are loaded with masculine-

biased assumptions about what behaviours are healthy and what behaviours are

'ctazy' (IGplan, 1983 p.786). More adult women are teated for mental illness than

men (Bohan, 1998, Kaplan 1983). Chesler (1972) argues that women's high treatrnent

rates for mental illness reflect a labelling of women as pathological if they do not

confonn to sex role stereotlpes. She asserts that women are diagnosed for both over-

conforming and under-conforming to sex role stereotypes (Chesler, 1972). ^I\e

diagnostic system, like the society it serves, is male centred, and most women who are

tabetled disordered, are in some way deviating from acting out the traditional female

role (Kaplan, 1983). With regard to PND, it is argued that women are conditioned to

respond in a certain way with regard to motherhood. However, this role often brings

with it economic helplessness, dependency on others and often low self-esteem and

few aspirations (Bohan, 1998).

The emotional consequences of childbearing and motherhood have been pathologised

and defined by this dominant discourse. On the whole, reproductive mental health

problems have been medicalized and viewed as resulting from women's 'raging

hormones' (Ussher, 1989). This denies the social conditions that the women may

endure and ignores factors such as isolation, lack of supporq stress and poverly. It is

only relatively recenfly that feminist psychologrsts have developed psychological

theories to explain the way psychology has taditionally contributed to women's

oppression (Nicholson, 1 990).
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On the surface, public mental heatth policies in South Africa are statements by

governments and healttr authorities ttrat put forward clear and relevant objectives for

the prevention, teatnenL care and rehabilitation relating to mental disorders, and the

coordination of programmes and services related to mental health (World Health

Organisation,2002). However, these policies are also manifestations of how a society

defines and constructs both me,lrtal health, and normality and abnonnality. A society's

formulation and trnderstanding of the concept of mental health also determines the

prevailing notions of appropriate treatnent for mental conditions (Dennill et al.,

1ee9).

Organised strategies for state management of mental health rest upon trnderlying

medicalized asstrmptions regarding mental health. These assumptions have a powerful

effect on the creation of policy around heatnent. The understandings of mental health

are not stable over time and do not exist in a vacuun. The social, political and

economic environnents shape and define the concepts of mental health. And the

biomedical model firnctions as apowerful agent of social contol.

State policies and the concept of the nuclear family, as well as psychological

constructions of motherhood define the social constructions of health and

motherhood. Traditionally psychology only allows for a limited range of accepted

matemal behaviotrs, not taking into account the variety of backgrounds that brings a

variety of life experiences (Phoenix & Woollett, 1991). As a result the psychological

constructions of motherhood do not reflect the reality of mothering for many women

(Glen, 1994), resulting in contadictions, which can lead to maternal ambivalence as

well as depression (Parker, 1995).
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2.93 Power and Medieine

Women have been largely ignored in taditional approaches to knowledge, and have

been rneasurpd in masculine terms. Traditionally women are defined in terms of their

relationship to men, which becomes a sounce from wtrich female stffeotypes emerg€

and are sustained. The health car€ system is based on the values, assumptions and

worldview of the larger society @rems et a1.,1993). Matamala (199t) arguw that the

pariarchal naturc of the medical modcl" nftich most public heatth services are based

on, promotes hierarchal relations betwe€o health cae rccipisnts and health care

providers. The model encourages dependency and submission, and thus impacts on

the relaionship behueen health recipients and health care providers. The

overernphasis on prescriptive medicine also oeates powGr issues, whereby womcn arE

rcgaded as ignorant, lacking any forrr of knowledge of their ovm childbirth and

pregnaocy (Davis Floyd, l9%).

kr South Africa women in medicine have been disadvantage4 yet research has

indicated that women doctors spend more time talking with their patients and are

more likely to emptoy more patient+e,nfied strafegies than men (Sanders, 1996).

G€ndff divisions within the Sotrth Africao medical profession persist, and although

the majority of health care prrofessionals (such as nunles and midwives) are female

male physicians still hold higb€r paid and higher prestige jobs (Helman, 1990). This

reflects the patiarchal bias in soci€ty as awhole.
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2.IO CONCLUSION

The medical model has a long history of attempting to define me,ntal health 'disorders'

associated with childbirtlu often with contadictory results. This model is dominant in

South Africa, and it is argued that it has a distorted emphasis on biological and

medical caurcs in defining h€alth problems. It overlooks the prornotive and

preve,ntative asp€cts, making it difficult to analyse health probleurs in cormtries such

as South Africa, urtrere the,re are high levels of poverty and a under resourced public

health system. A feminist standpoint theorctical framework attempts to emphasise the

relational, interactional and contextual components of women's pednatal experiences,

promoting the zubjectivity ard personal meaning associated with PND and

motheftood.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores the methodological framework that informs the current study.

The reasons for using a qualitative feminist standpoint episternology are explained,

followed by a description of Fourttr Generation Evaluation, a model from which this

study draws. A description of the participants and the procedure as well as an

overview of the analysis of the data is provided. The chapter concludes with a vdidity

and reflexive account of the research process as well as ethical considerations.

3.2 FEMIMST QUALTTATTVE RESEARCH

This study was placed within a qualitative feminist standpoint epistemology. It was

undertaken in direct response to the needs of women dtring the perinatal period and

addresses and explores the services provided by the PMHP from a user and provider

perspective. A basic premise of feminist standpoint research is to improve the

understanding of a problem in order to contribute to possible solutions (Hendrick,

Bickman & Rog, 1993). For the most part feminists have modified, rather than

invented, research methods, but have produced a unique epistemology, in which this

study is located.

This research is exploratory and is concerned with the importance of meaning in

social interaction (Ussher, l99l), and therefore focuses on the personal meanings and

interpretations of the participants' perceptions of the PMHP. The critical nature of the

study allows for altemative courses of action. One of the objectives of this study is to
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emancipate, by uncovering aspects of society that maintain the status quo by

restricting access to knowledge (Nielson, 1990). Feminist epistemolory legitimates

women's lived experience as sources of knowledge, and examines those experiences

with an ethic of respect, collaboration and caring.

Traditional postivist research, however, relies on rationalism and empiricism, with a

goal to explarn, predict and ultimately contol reality (Campbell & Wasco, 2000).

Positivist research seeks to explain rather than understand specific phenomenon, and

asserts tbat there is one objective reality, which can be understood through empirical

enquiry (Terre Blanche & DurrheinU 2002). The core function of such research is to

expand or contribute to a body of knowledge (Hedrick et a1.,1993).

With qualitative research more complex aspects of the participants' experience can be

studied, and the responses obtained is not contained by a pre-existing hypothesis. A

qualitative approach rests on a number of beliefs, insluding the notion that there are

multiple realities and that the observer and the observed are inseparable (DeVault,

1999). Qualitative data is often explained as 'rich' or 'deep' (Terre Blanche &

Durrheim 2002).

A feminist standpoint position rejects many of the epistemological assumptions

underlying individual studies and the status grven to many existing accounts. It

suggests that we are dealing with 'open' not 'closed' systems, and therefore need to

explain shifting cultural and historical contexts. Feminists abandon single factors that

precipitate the onset of PND, or the effectiveness of one teatnent over all others. We

should instead aim to explain and understand the qrrrptomology women experience,
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t1s trlsaning, timing and degree of symptoms and the ways in which women cope with

the perceived diffrculty (Ussher, 1997). Feminist standpoint theory works from the

ontological assumption that there is no single objective truth, claiming that class, race,

gender and sexual orientation structure a person's understanding of reality (Campbell

& Wasco,2000).

Consistent with feminism, this study assumes that women's experiences have been

made invisible within mainstream psychology, by not considering women's

knowledge as a source for development of theory or research. A feminist standpoint

position assumes that knowledge is grourded in social reality, and emphasises lay

knowledge as having equal status to expert knowledge (Campbell & Wasco, 2000,

Harding, 1991). To survive, less powerfirl groups must be attuned to the culture of the

dominant Broup, which allows for a more complete and less distorted view of social

reality because of their disadvantaged position (Nielsoq 1990).

In addition to focusing on experiences and perceptions, this study is interested in

understanding how these experiences and perceptions were derived from larger

systems sf rnsaning within social stnrctures and social practises (Terre Blance &

Durrheim, 1999). The role of the research is to provide empowerment for women by

including accounts of women's experience, both professional and lay, which can be

used to challenge the status quo. Thus the emphasis is on research/or rather than on

women (Ussher, 1997). Feminist research is used to challenge the status quo and

provide material to bring about change (Harding, 1991). From this perspective this

study is not purely an academic exercise. It attempts to impact on women's experience

of health and illness, and hopefully will elicit practical consequences for its
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participants, aiming to ensure that the services offered by the PMIIP effectively cater

to their needs.

33 FOURTH GEITERATION EVALUATION

This study drew from the Fourth Generation Evaluation model (Guba & Lincoln

1989), which is consistent with a qualitative feminist standpoint position. EvaluatiorU

according to this model, is seen as a socio-political process. Fourth Generation views

cultural and political elements as enhancing the evaluative process, as the values

themselves become part of what is investigated and inquired into. Fourth Generation

is therefore responsive in orientation, and challenges the 'value-free' notion of

science. It recognizes that there are multiple realities, which are socially constructed

and influenced by context, evolving out of the shortcomings of previous generations

of evaluation, which emphasise measilnernent, description and judgment (Guba &

Lincoln, 1989).

Evaluation is seen as a joint collaborative process, which aims at consensual

constnrctions about the evaluand. The researcher drew from this model for the

selection of participants, whereby various stakeholders of the project participated. The

data was collected and analysed thematically, and presented within a Fourttr

Generation framework. This involved looking at the claims (the assertion of what is

favourable for the evaluand), the concerns (what is unfavourable) and the issues (that

which is debatable) with each individual stakeholder. The responsive nature of this

study is another element that was drawn from Fourth Generation. The data was

presented in a feedback session, which was attended to by relevant staff stakeholders
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in order to make a joint effort to resolve certain concerns and issues (Guba & Lincoln,

1989).

3.4 PARTICIPAT{TS

3.4.1 Selection of Participants

According to Guba and Lincoln (1989) an evaluative study is a collaborative process.

It is therefore important that a cross section of stakeholders are involved in the

process. Stakeholders are defined iN persons who hold a stake in the project. This

includes those who produce, use or implement the project (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

The most relevant stakeholders selected for this study comprised of the staff and

clients that used and implemented the PNMP at the Liesbeeck MOU.

Six mothers have been included, the sriteria for inclusion being those who have been

counselled, during the antenatal perio4 by one of the voluntary counsellors. These

clients live in the catchment area around the MOU. The sample also consists of six

midwives, as well as two counsellors, the psychiatrist, and the project manager. All

participants needed to be able to speak English, but it was ensured that a diverse goup

of staffand clients was selected in terms of race and language.

Both management and the volunteer counsellors at the Liesbeeck MOU assisted the

securing of the participants. The Medical Superintendent of the Mowbray Maternity

Hospital granted me access to the files and permission to contact the client

participants. The sarnple was not randomly draum which is of no concern, as the study

did not aim to generalize the findings to a larger population. Rather it aimed to gain an

in-depth understanding of the experiences of the participants.
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3.4.2 Description of the Participants

The study involved sixteen, ten staff members and six clients. For confidentiality

reasons the demographics of the staff participants have not been revealed, because

their identities at the LMOU would be too easily distinguishable. I have, therefore not

included staff demographic details. However, it is important to note that they are

represent diversity in terms of race. This representation has been defined, for the

purpose of this paper, by the labels constructed by the previous South African

dispensation. The majority of staff are 'white', but 'black' and 'coloured' staff

members did participate. I have included the client demographic variables, as their

perceptions cannot be separated from their particular context.

3.5 DATA COLLECTION TOOL

Two serni-stnrctured, oper-ended interviews were prepared in advance, one for the

staff of the MOU and one for the clients (see Appendix A). The interviews were a

method to provide access to the meanings people atfiibute to their experiences and

their social worlds. They were used to gain rich insights into the women's

experiences, aimed at engaging in conversations with a purpose (Nielson, 1990). The
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interview process was not linear in nature, since it became necessary to change certain

aspects of the interview as it developed. For s;ample, it was necessary to emphasi5s

different themes for different staff members, depending what their role is. Patton

(1990) asserts that the researcher needs to have an idea ofthe topics that need to be

covered, however, the exact nature and order ofthe questions needs to be guided by

the exchange between the researcher and the respondent.

I followed up interesting themes as they ernerged, to attain a fuller picttue. This

method, as opposed to a more conventional, structured interview, provided the

interviewer and interviewees with more flexibitity (Smith, Harre & Iangenhove,

1995). From a ferninist position, all meanings created in the interview are viewed as

being 'co-constnrcted' as the participants and myself are products of a larger social

system. The open-ended questions related to the aims and objectives of the study.

They related to the experiences, perceptions and needs of the staffand clients.

The interviews were tape recorded with the client's permission. In addition to this,

notes were taken in order to capture the non-verbal behaviour and mannerisms of the

participants. Tape recording guards against the researcher substituting her own words

for those of the participants' enstring an accurate reflection of the participants' views

(Smith et a1.,1995).

3.6 PROCEDI]RE

I contacted the PNDSA @ostratal Depression Support Association of South Africa)

for cunent information and literature on PND and general perinatal mental health. A

staff member of the association subsequently infonned Dr. Simone Honikman, the
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project manager of the PMIIP, that I was interested in doing research that was PND

related. This resulted in Dr Honikman and myself meeting, and eventually agreeing on

this proposal. I applied for ethical approval from the University of Cape Town before

beginning the interview process.(See Appendix B).

Dr Honikman informed the staffmembers at the Liesbeeck MOU of the research. The

first step of the process was the identification of stakeholders. The stakeholders for

this study included staff members who are directly involved on a day-to-day basis

with the project and women who have used the service (clients).

During work hotus at the rmit I asked permission for participation and interviewed the

staff members. The staff participants were representative of a cross section of roles. I

received written permission from the Medical Superintendent of Mowbray Maternity

Hospital, Dr. Nils Bergman, to access the files of clients who had received counselling

at the LMOU. I then telephonically contacted potential client participants. The aims

and nature of the research was explained to the participants who then agreed to

participate. At this point we agreed on an appropriate date, time and venue of

convenience. The meetings took place at the most convenient setting for the client,

which included their individual homes, at the Liesbeeck MOU and at a coffee shop.

The staff participants were approached and interviewed at the Liesbeeck MOU.

All participants (staff and clients) were asked to sign a consent form detailing their

agreement to participate in the study, and assuring them of confidentiality and

anonynity (except the psychiatrist and project manager, whose identities are revealed

by the nature of their roles). They were also informed that they had the right to
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withdraw at any point druing the project and that their withdrawal from the project

would not prejudice any funre treatnent at the hospital (see Appendix C). The

interviews were conducted in English for the convenience of the research process, as

it was the common language spoken by all the participants. Each interview lasted

between thirty to forty five minutes and the claims, concerns and issues of each

participant were explored.

3.7 DATA ANALYSIS

Thematic analysis was used to analyse the data, guided by Smith, et al., (1995).

Thematic analysis focuses on identifiable themes, which relate to the aims and

objectives of the study. These are extacted grouping together sentences, phrases and

paragraphs, which relate to the same theme.

After the interviews had been transcribed pattems of experiences were listed and all

the data that relates to the already classified patterns was identified. The next step was

to build up a valid argument for choosing the themes, which is done by reading the

related literatue. By referring back to the literature inferences were made from the

interview. Such an analysis has a mechanical and interpretative component. The

mechanical component refers to the organising of data into themes and categories, and

the interpretative component involves determining which themes and categories are

relevant to the questions being asked (Smith, et. a1.,1995).

The process of analysis was recursive in that the researcher constantly revisited and

honed identified themes. The researcher needed to occasionally stand back from the

material in an attempt to impose a sense of order in the data (Patton, 1990). The
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quotations from the interview tanscripts illusrated the themes that emerged during

the process of analysis. This actual descriptive data was analysed by the researcher

through a reflexive process.

3.8 RETLEXTYITY

The reflexive, nature of qualitative, feminist research required of me to continuously

reflect upon my role and impact on the research as well as my experiences and

perceptions during the research process. A discussion of my role and values pertinent

to this study, as well as general comments on my experiences follows.

Shortly after I began exploring the feasibihry of researching the PMFIP, the Medical

Officer, Dr. Simone Honikman asked me if I would be prepared to assist her with the

project management. I accepted this offer and was, therefore, part of the systern that I

was exploring. I was no! however, involved in any way in the initial implementation

of the projecL and was employed by them for a limited period of time. Cunently I

have no professional association with the PMIIP.

The clients and staff, in this study, are an intinsic part of the research process

resulting in research, which is participative and collaborative, aiming at overcoming

the traditional power imbalance between researcher and participants. As researcher I

provided my own subjective interpretation of the phenomenon while trying to

trnderstand the experiences of the participants (DeVault, 1999).

Overall, I felt that my position added value to the research as I was more immersed in

the process. I was not setting out to prove a particular perspective, but attempted to be
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open to understanding issues as they emerged, allowing my direct experience to

enhance insight. From a feminist position, my role could be seen as co-participant,

rather than an objective outsider (DeVault, 19991' Terre Blanche & Dtrmheim,2002).

The staff participants knew me and were aware of my intentions, which I believe,

contributed to rapport building and trust. My familiarity with the complexities of the

project made it easier to engage on a deeper level, in order to gain insight into the

meanings and experiences. However, a disadvantage may have been an assumption

that I knew things without them needing to make it explicit. I had to be very conscious

at the time of interviewing to maintain my identity as researcher, and not colleague.

With the clients, I informed them about my affiliation with the project, and explained

my intentions. I was very aware of potential power dymamics, particularly with regard

to race and age. Participants were not asked to define themselves in racial terms. I

have therefore taken the liberty of using broad political terminology and have

described participants in temrs of being 'black' or 'white' in order to describe specific

racial differences. In this study four of the client participants were 'black' (Sotho,

)Grosq and 'coloured') and two were 'white'. I am a 'white', middle class woman.

These differences are relevant in the context and legacy of our apartheid past, where

issues of power were often, and still are, related to race. Age is an additional

consideration, which could have conhibuted to power and agency, as all the clients

were much younger than myself. However, my identity as an older woman and

mother, may have been beneficial with regard to the establishment of tnrst.

From a feminist perspective, it is postulated that an intenriewer can never be purely a

facilitator standing outside of the phenomenon being researched. Meaning that is
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created in the interview is seen as participative, and that meaning is a product of a

larger system of meaning created by the social system that both the participants and

ttre interviewer inhabit (Terre Blanche & Durrheim,2002).It is also noted by Cook

(1991) that feminist scholars inhabit the world with a double vision of reality. At a

methodological level, an awareness of the double consciousness that arises from being

a mernber of an oppressed class (women) and a privileged class (educated) enables

women to explore other women's perceptions from an experiential base (cited in

Nielson, l99l).

In terms of my values, I recognise the phenomenon of women's oppression in a

patriarchal society, and as a women it is important for me to integrate my 'repressed

female subjectivity' (Nielson (1991): p74), making me.letter equipped to interpret

and comprehend women's experiences. Being a mother increases by inveshent in the

research topic. I am committed to challenging the status guo, to facilitate

environments ttrat are empowering and caring for women during pregnancy, birth and

mothering. However, it is important to reflect on how my own social group status

influences the interpretation of my data (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). It is essential for

me to be conscious of my white middle class status and my susceptibility to racial and

social class biases.

3.9 CREDIBILITY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS OF DATA

In quantitative methodology the relationship berween an object and its representation

is dealt with by means of concepts such as validity, reliability and generalisability.

However, with qualitative research an altemative paradigm is used. This study was
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guided by the Fotrth Generation Evaluation concepts of credibility, dependability and

Eansferability to evaluate the 'tnrstworthiness' of the study (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).

Transferability refers to external validity or the extent to which findings can be

generalized. It is maintained that the transferability of a study to wider settings can

only be judged if the specifics of sinrations and settings are made known.

Dependability, linked to reliability in quantitative studies, is not the same thing as

being able to replicate studies, as it is argued that different researchers produce

different, but equally valid work. Qualitative studies can achieve dependability

through systematic and clearly documented data collection and analysis (Guba &

Lincoln, 1989).

The final concept, credibility, is achieved by the researcher receiving feedback from

the research supervisor as well as from the participants of the study (Guba &

Lincoln's 1989). With regard to this study a feedback meeting was held at the LMOU

with the staff participants. The findings were presented and discussed allowing for

clarification and the emergence of further data

3.10 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This study described people's perceptions of their realrty, which requires both ethical

and methodological introspection (Terre Blanche & Durrheim,2002). As an evaluator,

I have an ethical and contactual obligation to both the clients and the staff of the

'Liesbeeck MOU. Signed consent was received from the participants. The reason for

the study was explained clearly and non-technically (Terre Blanche & Durrheim,

2002). The participants were informed that they have the right to refuse to be
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interviewed or to answer a particular question (Mouton, 2001). They were also be

infonned that they can withdraw from the research at any time (Terre Blanche &

Dnrrheirn, 2002).

It will be explained that feedback will remain anonymous and complete

confidentiality will be maintained at all times. The process of identi$ing key

stakeholders and listening to their perceptions will require extreme ethical dexterity to

maintain honesty and a non-judgemental attitude (Campbell & Wasco, 2000). A

presentation of the findings has been made to the staffof the PMHP and the unit will

be provided with a copy of the final report.

3.11 CONCLUSION

This study is located a qualitative, feminist standpoint methodological framework and

has drawn from Fourttr Generation Evaluation methods. A description of the study's

aims and objectives were provided, participants were described and the method of

data collection and analysis was delineated. Self-reflexive and validity issues were

discussed and ethical issues considered. The next chapter presents and discusses the

results tbat emerged out of the analysis.
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CHAPTER FOI'R

RESI,]LTS AIiD DISCUSSION

4.I INTRODUCTION

This chapter will provide an analysis and discussion of the data collected for this

evaluation. The staff and the clients' perceptions of the Perinatal Mental Health

Project have been explored and the main themes have been identified. Consistent with

Fourth Generation Evaluation (Guba & Lincoln, 1989) ttre data has been divided into

the claims, concenxi and issues, which have been revealed by the relevant

stakeholders.

The claims refer to the positivs aspects of the project - an assertion that is favourable

to the participant. Tlte concerns are assertions that are perceived as being problematic

or unfavourable. The issues refer to areas of contention; aspects of the project that

require fiuther negotiation (Guba & Lincoln,l989). In many instances it is difficult to

make firm distinctions between these categories. A concern for example, could be

perceived as, or become an issue. The framework of the data is not absolute - the

following descriptions set the stage for the evaluation to unfold and for the various

stakeholders to reach consensus.

Participanr have been numbered in order to preserve confidentiality and anonym.ity,

and their positions as stakeholders have been identified. (For example, Midwife,

Counsellor or Client). The project manager and the psychiatis! however, are

identifiable as there is only one of each of these stakeholders. Their consent has been
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granted. The quotes have been presented verbatim, and the author has used italics to

highlight certain key points.

Six clients' perceptions of the Perinatal Mental Health Project were explored. The

midwives screened each participant during the antenatal period. The outcome of their

scores suggested that they were experiencing some form of emotional distess. Five of

the participants attended one antenatal cotrnselling session and one participant saw

two different counsellors once, as well as the psychiatrist.

The coding transcriptions are as follows: MW - Midwife; PM - Project Manager;

CN - Counsellor; Psych - Psychiatrist; P - Client Participant.

4.2 STAIT'CLAIMS

This section describes what the staff at the LMOU perceive to be the positive aspects

of the project. Themes that emerged were the efficiency and usefulness of the

screening tools, and the development of the midwife's self-awareness and empathy.

Two further claims were providing an emotionally supportive environment and

counsellor availability as midwife support. The final theme that emerged in this

section was the fact that the Perinatal Mental Health Project provided a free

psychological service.

The staff at the Liesbeeck Matenrity Obstenic Unit unanimously agreed that the

Perinatal Mental Health Project was useful and should be continued at the unit. They

all feel that the awareness that they have gained has added considerable value and

enrichment to both themselves and their clients.
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4.2.1 The Efiiciency of the Screening Tools

The interviews for this study revealed that the midwives responded to the way that the

program was stnrctured. Many of them referred to the efficiency and usefulness of the

screening tools. Even though the LMOU is a well-resourced unit, the midwives have

very busy schedules with pressure to adhere to biomedical standards.

The Perinatal Mental Health Project has been designed to fit in with the clinic's

antenatal medical routine. The midwives screen the women during their routine visit

and then calculate the scores and document them on the obstetric card. This study

revealed that the midwives appreciated the tools which are simple to administer.

MW 5: What has been good for me about this project is that I have all these great lofty

ideas, in terms of what I want to do - and what I do with women on an

individual basis - but it hasn't been structured. This project is stnrctued.

My style is to approach people in a way that gets them talking. The screening

tool makes it more simple and streamline.

MW 2: I think it has made me confront the whole PND and anti-natal or social

pathology - purely because I have that tool at my fingertips.

And... if they (clients) feel safe they may start crying and you say 'come, lets go and

make an appoinunent'. Not just 'you had better sort yourselves out y'know'.

You've got something. Its fantastic.
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MW l: Oh it's the best! What is so amaring for me is that I have got a tool, a resource

at the tip of my fingers.

MW 3: The structure of this project helps me - it gives me the tools to work with.

In contemporary obstetric practice birttr is seen as a potentially pathological event

@avis-Floyd,1997). The clinic is busy and the midwives take their clients through a

series of routine tests and examinations. Taking care of women's emotional needs in

this context inevitably becomes part of the same medicalized paradigm. Brems &

Griffrths (1993) argue that in the context of maternal health, most doctors.ue tained

to see labouring mothers as risk patients. Efficiency is paramount and the

effectiveness of the project depends on the process being simple and streamline. The

midwives appreciated the screening tools, which present an opportunity to begin

discussing emotional topics with women whose normality can only be proved after the

event. [n view of the medical model women are not looked at holistically and

matemity care is cented on the pregnancy itself (Usshe41997).

4.22Dqelopment of Self-Awareness and Empathy

PM: The idea behind the project is to make midwives more conscious of mental

health issues or emotional issues, in themselves and in others, and to be aware

of the stresses that a woman may be suffering, or may suffer in the frrfure.

The midwives at the LMOU were given a taining workshop at the onset of the project

whereby they were inforrred about a wide range of perinatal mental health problems

and the associated risk factors, and included an experiential component.
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MWI: I have learnt the importance of the whole emotional side. I mean in our

(original midwifery) training we did psychiatry and general training so you

have some understanding but you get so used to dealing with the physical

side - its easy just to get by. This project has broadened our taining.

In the workshop the staff were also encouraged to explore their own emotional

responses and feelings with regard to their clients, their roles as midwives and when

applicable, their own birttring and mothering experiences. The intention of this

experiential aspect of the workshop was to expose the midwives to the important role

that empathyplays when dealing with mental health issues.

The root meaning of the word empathy is 'feeling into' (Shamasundar, 1999: pl8). It

involves the ability to be affected by the client's affective state, as well as being able

to 'read' in oneself what the effect has been. It involves the cognitive and emotional

capacity to interpret physical and psychological states of others and is associated with

an attempt to alleviate discomfort in others. (Shamasundar, 1999).

It was evident that the midwives have become aware of the important role empathy

plays in understanding their clients, and how their own issues are firndamentally

intertrvined with their approach to their practice.

MW 3: At the workshop she (the facilitator) wanted us to talk about oru experiences,

our own births, the impact our pregnancies had on our families and how did the farnily
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react. And..um, well that really opened up a window. This is not just about the patient

- it also helps me in my personal life.

MW 5: Pregnancy is a good time to deal with issues - issues that a woman has with

her mother will come up and it's a good time to face this. I have my own

personal reasons for being interested in this as my relationship with my own

mother was very difficult. Every child wants her mother's love. Every mother

needs a mother in order to mother her own children.

MW 6: In my own pregnancy I could have benefited from a project like this. I was

miserable and teary and when I screen patients it makes me realize what was

going on with me then. Because I can identiry with them I feel I can help

them.

The LMOU midwives' have had varying exposure to psychology - from a midwife

who is doing her honours degree in psychology to those who have had no exposure,

apart from the psychiatric module of their original training. The above self-reflective

discoruses highlight that as a result of the implementation of this project there has

been personal, experiential learning.

ln a recent study a midwife described the qualities of a good rlidwife as the 'inner

based qualities of analysis and discernment' (Davis-Floyd, 1997, p.233). It is

important for a midwife to stay in touch with her own emotions so that she is not

separated from the process of learning. Thereby feelings of self-respect, self-love, and
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self-tnrst blend to make a midwife humane and keep her connected. @avis- Floyd,

1ee7).

PM: I found it interesting to observe midwives in process. I think they are getting an

exta component in the taining and more experience and expostre that has

possibly enabled them to engage with the clients at a deeper more meaningful

level. I think that they give clients more time and have gained a level of self

confidence with regard to interacting with women who might have issues that

are not medical.

4.23 Providing an Emotionally Supportive Environment

PM: The strength and aim of the project is to create an environment whiclr,I thinh

is allowing the patients to open up more and to have access to emotional

support. To be able to explore their vulnerabilities and find ways of dealing

with problems.

MW 5: The prenatal period is the best time to make contact and to reach out to

women who are emotionally over burdened, in trouble or depressed as

she is more open homronally and physiologically when she is pregnant.

MW l: If you don't actually go there a lot of patients never open up about it and

it's difficult. We are now allowing them to be more open .
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MW 6: I think the project makes more people comfortable with the idea of seeing a

psychologist. Some people think that to see a psychologist you have to be

really mad or losing it.

A cotrnsellor with the project confirrred the impact that the midwives were having on

the clients.

CN l: OtU the midwives are fantastic. They a.re so interested and caring and

protective of their patients. I get such positive feedback from every single

client. The midwives are very special people.

There has been a long history of complaints about the dehumanising and

depersonalising, non-supportive nature of medical care (NicholsorU 1990). However,

the above discourse reflects how the Perinatal Mental Health Project is working

towards providing a supportive space for women. There is an emphasis on exploring

how women really feel, not just how they are expected to feel. Oakley, (1992) refers

to the importance of continuous personal care whereby the patient feels that they are

being listened to, and cared for, and responded to as a person, not just as a body,

which is the focus of the medical gaze (Oakley,1992).

4.2.4 Counsellor Availability as Midwife Support

The midwives engage with their clients during the routine antenatal check-up. Since

the implementation of the project, some of the midwives reported that they are more

open to their clients' emotional needs because they have the option of referring them

to a counsellor. In the past at times they felt helpless when dealing with distessed

clients, and may have avoided confronting emotional issues because of the lack of
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available support. Increased awareness and the availability of counsellors has given

midwives the confidence to approach women on a less superficial level.

MW 2: It has grven me a lot more freedom to allow people to be vulnerable and..

well.. because I am not so scared. People are naturally scared of letting

people tell us about their problems because you don't know what to say to

them. I can now allow people to tell me their problems. I never used to get

the details.

The programos strucfire helps midwives when they are particularly busy and have

little time for anything apart from their routine medical care.

MW l: If I arn feeling pressurized I tend to skim over stuffand feel I don't have time

to deal with problems. It's nice for me to have a resource to refer women to. It

makes me feel better about myself. Before I would have felt helpless.

MW 4: What I have leanrt about myself is that I don't draw stuffout of people. It's a

relief to have counsellors to refer to.

The midwives have developed the skills to respond to psychological needs, to

develop appropriate referral skills and to provide a containing environment for the

clients. It has been a relief for the midwives to be able to respond to psychological

needs, without having to take on the responsibility of working with these needs. The

availability of the counsellors have provided the midwives with support.
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4.2.5 Free Psychological Service

The Peninsula Maternal and Neonatal Senrice (PIvtNS) is the state-nm obstetric and

neonatal health system. It consists of eight Midwife Obstetric Units (MOUs), most of

these MOU's are sinnted in lower income group areas or townships (Honikman,

2003). The Liesbeeck MOU provides a unique service as half the clients axe non-

paying, and the other half pay for the obstetric services. The clients of this unit

comprise of a wide ftmge of women from different socio-economic groups. The

counselling service is free to all clients and the counsellors volunteer their services.

The public health sector contributes a small fund towards the projec! which at this

point, at the most allows for a part-time project management salary. An identified

major benefit of this project is that it provides a free service to a range of

communities.

MW 3: Most of the clients that attend the Liesbeeck MOU can't afford the services

of a psychologist. Poorer people of our community are benefiting.

MW 1: The counsellors are able to give time and the patience to all the patients,

helping people who can't normally afford counselling.

Impoverished communities are most at risk for perinatal mental health problems but

can least afford the consequences of these conditions (Honikmaq 2003). It is often the

women who have the least r€sources who, paradoxically, are also those to whom the

least is offered (Maynes & Best, 1997).
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43 STATF CONCERNS

This section of the evaluation refers to the areas of the Perinatal Mental Health Project

that the staffrevealed as being problematic. The themes that emerged were the lack of

available funds, and the unsuitability of the consulting room. The problem of

cowtsellor availability and appointnent defaulting also emerged as a significant

theme.

4.3.1 Lack of Funds

The potential growttr of the project at the LMOU is limited by the lack of funds. The

payrng of staffsalaries was highlighted as a problem.

PM: I think there needs to be more practical support from people in various positions

of power. A co-ordinating position needs to be taken more seriously and my

position needs to be better fundd. I need to be able to work more hours and be

paid for that.

MW 5: The cot'nsellors should get paid. Voluntary work is not always sustainable.

CN 2: It would be wonderful to have a person who was always available that we could

contact and who would follow up and give feedback.

There is an aim to rollout the project (or a version of the project) to the whole PMNS

and this would require substantial financial resourses. Some of the staff members

referred to this rollout and the potential difficulties.
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MW 6: Without a doubt in my mind this project should be continued here. We have

helped so many women deal with stuff and issues in their prcgnancy. I just

wish it could be offered everywhere else - but I know money is always an

issue.

PM: There is an awareness of the need to improve and expand this service

locally as well as firther within the PMNS.

MW 5: One of the biggest reasons that this project should be continued here is

because it is a semi-private facility so we have the resources so we can finance

it. And once it becomes something we can possibly implement it somewhere

else.

It appears that a significant hr:rdle to effective implementation of this project results

from a lack of provision and adequate funding and resources by the state. This

hindrance is related to curent economic practises. The standard response of free

market nations, when faced with financial pressures and economic problems, is

restraint in welfare budgets and cutbacks in social spending @ennill, 1999).

The limited state funding that is delegated to the Perinatal Mental Health Project

reflects the marginalization of psychology. Psychology has not been allocated

sufficient status in order to benefit from adequate funds. This marginalization stems

from the premise that medicine, like Western science generally, is based on scientific

rationality: that is, all assumptions and hypotheses must be capable of being tested,

and verified, under objective, empirical and contolled conditions. Phenomena
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relating to health can only become 'tEaI' when they can be objectively observed and

measured under these conditions (Davis-Floyd, 1999).

With regard to this project, its worttr in the public health sector is dependent on being

obserrred and quantified. Consistent with the medical model the benefits of this

service are expected to become a'clinical fact' before further firnds will be allocated.

43.2 The Consulting Room

Some of the interviews revealed that a more homely, comfortable setting would be

conducive to more effective consulting. At present the counsellors and the psychiatist

consult in a room that is used at other times for antenatal physical examinations.

Psych: I think you need a more comfortable environment. One that isn't strictly

medical.

CN. 2: I think something more comfortable would be better - it's a bit strange

having a bed and all the medical equipment.

Counselling in a medical setting can perpetuate the contemporary notion of women's

emotional problems being defined as medical entities (Oakley, 1992).

CN l: The room is not ideal but the most important issue is that it is a place where

women feel safe - and that is the feeling that I get from women. That they feel

safe.
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The interviews with the client participants (see Client Counselling experiences, 4.5.3)

revealed that they did feel safe as most of them reported that they were able to freely

express their feelings and reveal aspects of themselves that they had concealed from

others. Taking this into consideration, it appears that even though the room is not

ideal, it is adequate.

4.33. Counsellor Availability and Appointment Defaulting

A Social Worker and a Counselling Psychologist have been voluntary counsellors

since the onset of the project and both work at the clinic on Fridays. Recently, a third

cor:nsellor joined the team (a Social Worker) and she is available on Thursday

mornings. She was not part of the project when the study interviews took place. The

voluntary psychiatrist works, on site, for two hours on Monday aftemoons. A concern

amongst these practitioners and the midwives is that patients, who have appointnents

booked for them, regularly default.

The majority of midwives commented ttrat if the counsellors were available on more

days, they could refer the women directly, as opposed to setting up an appointrrent in

advance, and this would decrease the defaulting of appointnents.

MW 6: I think we need to tackle the days and times the counsellors are available.

When the patient comes only for the counselling its sort of intimidating.....

also, she may not come at all. You know -wake up and soy 'Ag, its only

counselling - I feel better today'. We should combine visits.
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MW 5: Best if we could have someone here everyday, because often if you make an

appointrrent in advance they won't come back. If you say to them you can

see someone now - they may agree.

MW 1: The women are more likely to default if an appointnent is made in advance,

rather than a direct referral. It may because the clients feel intimidated by

talking to a stranger about personal issues. Maybe it has to do with travel

costs and childcare difficulties.

Research on health care use has revealed that that those with low support tend to be

late prenatal care seekers. The results indicated that this was due to a direct effect of

social isolation and a lack of available resources (childcare, tansport and money) or a

lack an understanding of prenatal care @'Ascoli, Peterson & Kogan, 1997). Another

study revealed that abuse in pregnancy resulted in delayed or decreased compliance

with prenatat care. The late attendance was the result of control by an abusive parher

(Webster, et al., 2000).

The reason for the clients defaulting of appointments in this project is unknown. Other

sfudies revealed that depressed women with poor support are high consurrers of

health care. These women report poorer health in pregnancy and postnatally, and seek

formal help for such problems more often. It was suggested that it filled a social need

not met elsewhere (Forde, 1992; Webster, et a1.,2000).

Psych: Patients not arriving is one of the biggest problem areas of the project. Either

the patients don't know what the appoinfinent is about - or they feel they don't
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need it. Possibly the health grvers are more concerned about the patients

situation than the patients are themselves which is, I think, one of the reasons

why they don't turn up for follow up.

Despite the patient defaulting rate the amount of women needing psychological help is

high. The counsellors and psychiatrist carry a substantial patient load.

CN 2: We need more counsellors, whether it be professional psychologists or lay

counsellors who work under a psychologist's supervision.

Reliance on voluntary services is unpredictable and unsustainable. The project

manager has found it difficult recruiting volunteer psychologists resulting in the

progam being dependent on a small core group of counsellors who are expected to

maintain the demands of a large arnount of referrals. Again, this concern indicates

how the cotrnselling service has been marginalized in the public health sector @ennill

et. ol,l999) and highlights the necessity of more adequate funding.

4.4 STAXT'ISSUES

This section reflects areas of the project that are contentious. The themes that emerged

in this category was the lack of postnatal follow up and counsellor characteristics -
with the sub-themes of language) race, culture and gender. This section ends with a

discussion of the low screenage coverage rate - out of which the sub-therne intuition

emerged.
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4.4.1 Lack of Postnetal Follow-Up

'The midwives, counsellors, psychiatrist and project manager all commented on the

lack of postnatal follow-up.

Psych: We can't actually run a program like this without focusing on the postparhrm.

It's too superficial to focus only on the antenatal trauma. Without seeing

postpartum clients one is missing the whole point.

PM One of the biggest weaknesses of this project appeaf,s to be the diffrculty with

postnatal follow-up. Once the mothers have given birth and no longer have

contact with the unit, they seldom return for postnatal support and

squnselling, even though the service is available. The routine 6-week

postnatal check visit has been discontinued for many yeaxs.

Previously, in the public health sector, perinatal care incorporated a routine postnatal

six-week check-up. As a result of budget cutbacks this routine appointnent has been

abolished. This has resulted in women not returning to the clinic posEratally, and

thereby professionals are rmable to assess or offer women care during the postnatal

period.

This project is at a very early stage of its development and that may account for the

low rate of postnatal follow-up. lncreased awareness of perinatal mental health

problems and the consequences thereof could lead to more womet seeHng help for

their problems. Whitton, et al.,(1996) research suggest that antenatal education may

improve women's understanding and acceptance of available treatnents. The authors
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noted that if postnatal depression is to be more readily teated, the women themselves

need to be more able to recognize its presence and be prepared to seek teatnent.

CN 1: One of the biggest weaknesses of the project is lack of patience. The project is

in its initial stages so there will obviously be difficulties and challenges. I think

that everything is being addressed as it emerges. There will be resistance - not

intentional resistance - but resistance to a new project. So the do-not-arrives,

or not screening or follow-up problems are inevitable. The project will grow

and develop with time.

Another consideration is that may be unrealistic to expect mothers with newborns to

seek help, particularly if they are depressed, socioeconomically disadvantaged and do

not have the practical or economic means to get to the clinic. lnterviews with the

client participants of this study confirmed that it was practically and emotionally

diffrcult to make an appointment even though they felt depressed. (see Client

Postnatal Follow-Up, 4.7 .1).

In an Ausfralian study it was confirmed that postnatally depressed mothers benefited

considerably from a home delivered program focussing on ma:rimising the health and

well being of the infant and the mother. The intervention had major positive effects on

maternal mood, parenting satisfaction, ffid the quality of the maternal-infant dyad

(Amtstong, et al., 1999). A British study confirmed these findings, highlighting that

home visits enhanced professional responsiveness in that it resulted in an improved

understanding of the client's needs (Fuggle & Haydon, 2000). The benefit of both
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these home visit services was that the children were not viewed in isolation from the

adults who cared for them (Armstong et a1.,1999; Fuggle & Haydon, 2000).

MW 3: They also need to be counselled after delivery- especially people in the

location - they don't have anywhere to go. I think we need a support system -
maybe in 'Gugs'(Guguletu) - that would help a lot I think.

A relatively recent development in psychology in South Africa is community

participation in the form of community health workers. This refers to people who have

a brief training in the health field and generally work in their own communities. It

could be possible that zuch workers could be in touch with the needs of the women in

their communities and design culturally appropriate interventions (Duncan &Lazanrs,

2001) Dennill et al., (1999) suggest that primary help care should be entnrsted to the

people, to promote 'self reliance and self -determination' @ennill, 1999:p56).

4.4.2 Counsellor Characteristics

The Liesbeeck MOU is unique in that it serves a wide range of women from diverse

communities - both middle and lower class women from various racial backgrounds.

The midwives at the Liesbeeck MOU are representative of all these communities. The

psychiatist the counsellors and the project manager are white, middle class and

English speaking women. It can be problematic when it is assumed that'women' are a

homogenous group with the same needs, desires and experiences (Chadwick,2003).
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4.4.2.1Language

Some of the midwives have noticed that certain clients are apprehensive when offered

a counselling session. It was suggested that c€rtain clients feel intimidated by the

counselling process if they are not English speaking.

MW 1: Somd people are intimidated about speaking to someone about their issues.

Especially the poorer women who don't speak English. For a lot of

communities it is not a common thing to speak to a stranger about problems.

It is something that is very strange.

a

MW 6: There are some clients who don't want to go to counselling. Some are scared

- especially if they don't speak much English

Social constructions of 'race' and 'culture' have an effect on an individual's identity

and every aspect of their psychological development (Terre Blanche & Durrheim,

2002). Some clients may be misrurderstood and marginalized because the majority of

psychologists in South Africa speak no indigenous languages, apart from Afrikaans

(Swartz, 1996). The above quotes suggest that the language spoken by the counsellors

in this project is significant. [n order to satisfr the needs of all clients in the South

African multicultural setting, multicultural counselling should be provided. Some

clients may feel more comfortable if a counsellor is, for example, )(hosa speaking.

Maynes & Best, (1997), believe that women+entred counsellors, ideally should also

mirror, to some extent the clients' backgrounds so that the therapeutic space is

relevant and responsive to different identities and experiences of women. Historically
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most South African psychologists have been white and trained to work with middle

class patients (Swartz & Gibson, 2001). Research by black psychologists have

suggested that white psychologists have difficulties communicating with and are out

of their depth when working with oppressed black communities (Manganyi, 1991

cited in Seedat, Duncan &Lazarus,2001).

With regards to this project, it appears that, apart from language, the counsellors can

still be effective if they are able to share, understand and accept the worldview of all

clients. Effective counsellors should understand the socio-political context in which

they exist and have an understanding of their own cultural conditioning (Sharf, 2000).

The following quote by a midwife from Guguletu highlights that by offering the

counselling service, the project is 'breaking the silence'. The routine screening in

itself creates awareness and brings to attention issues, which in many instances, may

be hidden.

MW 3: This program is very good for the black community. It's having a good effect

because there are people out there who would rather die in silence because

they are too scared to ask. They are too scared to open up about personal

lssues.

PM Mental health issues can be masked or hidden as a result of the physical

changes of pregnancy, predominant concerns of shame and the stigma

associated with mental illness. Disempowered women - those who are

victims of violence, those who cannot speak English or Afrikaans, women
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from low socio-economic class - are less likely to reveal symptoms of

emotional distess within the biomedical context of an ordinary antenatal

consultation.

4.4.2.2 Gender

MW 6: Women should support other women, especially when they

have babies. That is what is good about this place (the Liesbeeck

MOU) - the women are supported.

Studies have suggested that supportive care for women in the perinatal period is best

provided woman to woman (Nicholson, 1999;Oakley,1992). Oakley (1992) suggests

that this is 'not about the biology of sex but the culture of gender' (Oakley, 1992,

p45). Women are generally more sympathetic and skilled listeners and often work

harder at close relationships (Nicholson, 1999).

4.43 Screening Coverage Rate

An issue, which emerged from this study, concemed the screening coverage rate

which refers to the amount of women that are screened on a daily basis. It presented

itself as a contentious issue because the project manager and the midwives expressed

differences with regard to satisfaction with the coverage rate.

PM: Adequate coverage and an appropriate target population are the hallmarks of

success of a screening program. Mental health issues could be notoriously well

masked or hidden and only through adequate coverage can one be sure that all

the women are benefiting.
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She went on to say;

PM: One of the key problems with the program is the issue of competing priorities.

Even though the LMOU is well resourced the staffstill stnrggle with addressing

the basic bio-medical needs of the clients - following a standard medical

protocol. The introduction of a whole new dimension to the tearnwork has

caused conflict for them in terms of getting things done. This has contibuted to

the low coverage rate with regard to screening.45.5% of mothers were screened

from September2002 - September 2003. This statistic is a bit depressing. I have

been firustrated that they (the midwives) haven't screened as much as they could

have.

However, most of the midwives reported that the screening process does not impact

hugely on their workload unless the clinic is particularly busy. The general response

was that the time used up on screening was 'worth it' as the majority of clients

responded positively to being screened. They expressed the fact that they were doing

their best.

The answers to the question "How much has the screening process impacted on your

duties?" were as follows:

MW 5: It hasn't really impacted on my duties as my style anyway is to approach

people in a way that gets them talking.

MW l: It's relatively easy to fit in.
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MW6: I think a little bit. We do have to spend more time with the clients - other

clients have to wait longer.

MW 4: The procedtue extends the consultation by at least 15 minutes.

MW 2: During the very busy times we are not actually able to do it.

This evaluation has revealed that the midwives are wholly committed to the project

for the sake of their clients. The screening is being done, but not as consistently as the

project manager would like. This issue required firther dialogue and was brought up

in the follow-up meeting. It tanspired that there was a slight change in procedure,

which has contributed to an increase in coverage. On a Tuesday antenatal checkups

include a series of tests - such as taking blood - and the screening has been

incorporated into this routine. This has resulted in a more systematic approach to

screening

4.4.4Intuition to Assess Clients

A dominant theme that emerged from the interviews was an intuitive discourse. Some

midwives reported that the screening material gives them confirmation of what they

feel about certain clients, and the availability of the counsellors gives thern the

confidence to follow through with these feelings or intuitions.

In many ways, the biomedical model has resulted in the under valuation of intuition,

emotion, feeling and direct individual experience as ways of knowing (Oakley, 1992).

lntuition is described by the The Oxford Reference Dictionary 0986) as "immediate

apprehension by the mind without reasoning". Other characteristics of intuition
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include awareness or a feeling that enables a person to act in a particular way without

being able to articulate how and why (Williams & Irving, 1996).

When the clinic is very busy certain midwives reported that they used intuitive 'skills'

rather than routine screening.

MW 5: On a normal average day it takes time, but if the workload is hectic then the

EPDS takes a kind of backseat. If I am frantic I don't screen trnless I feel that

someone is not okay.

MW 2: If I see someone that is sad or not looking well I have this score sheet, which

nine times out of ten confirms my feeling. It is very seldom that someone

looks sad and it doesn't correspond with the score.

MW 4: Sometimes you just get the feeling that things are not okay with a mother.

Before I might not of followed through with this feeling. Now I can screen

them and refer them.

In practice the midwives appear to be using a mix of intuition, developed interactive

skills as well as a knowledge and an understanding of the 'risk factors' that may

predispose women to developing perinatal mental health problems. Williams et al.,

(1986) see intuition as 'the hallmark of expertise to be expected from a healthcare

worker in an empathic relationship with a client' (Williams et a\.,1986,p221).
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PM: Intuition should mt be a rrplacennent for consistent and routine scr€ening. These

"para-techniqws" art uncontrolled and urtested and are highly likely to be less

wnslttve od specific than the stadardize{ pre-validated tool, the EPDS.

Mcdicine, like \[estern science g€ocrally, is based on scientific rationality in that all

hypotheses must be cqable of being tested, and verffied in contolled conditions

(Williaru et ql. 1986). The midwives, howwer, appear to balance the derrands of

technologically obtained information such as the 'testd standardized tools' with a

body of intuitive knowledge.

4.4.5 PowerDynrmtcr

The following narratives reflect an asryct of thc relaionstrip bqtrreen the midwives

and the project maoager, who is a medically tained doctor. It appears rhet a power

dynamic has arisen orf of the issre of adhering to consisteut screening of clients.

MW 4: Like any other project it is difEcult g*ting pcople to $lork together - therc arp

oftelr conflicts of interests, powff issues, bringing people together and getting

tbem to work for the same Frposc, for a common goal. It is always a

difficult thing.

MW 6: Midwives arp reluctant to get involved when they ue busy, and midwives are

rpluctant to be boss€d or told what to do by oth€r people. Midwives can be

very difficult. They like to be bossy. ltey don't like to be bossed.
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MW 2: I sometimes feel nothing for this project in temrs of stats - you know what I'm

saying...they want us to score everybody so that we can have stats. But I do

as much as I can - if I see a sad mom I will scorp for her benefiL for her and

not for the project. But 6en... I'm.,I suppose this wort bas to be proven so it

can go elsewhere, I grcss my attitude is a little bad in t€rms of than

MW 5: Doctors are trained in a hierarchical stnrcture - ufiich rcsults in strongly

entnenched behaviour patterns. As far as they are corcerned 'midwives ar€

just midwives'. And they don't know anything and they are there to bc

instructed. But midwives are independent, we deliver babies and we can do it

without docton.

PM: I tbink part of my problern is that I have been a bit of a contnol frBak. That is

something thd I have leamt about myself thmugh this project. There may

well be other right ways of doing things that do not confonn to project

prctocol.

Historically, there have been hierarchical dispses and divides with regrd to status in

the professioral scctor of modern medicine fl^ewin & Olese,n, l9t5). The above

discourse reflects remnants of taditional hierarchical structurcs, as well as personal

difficulties that inevitably arise as I program of this naturc grows and bcAns to take

fom. In the bospltal struchrc, it has been a{gucd tbat in tcrms of power rcluionships

in the provision of healtb care, the nurre's sphere is separate, but still zubordinate to

that of the doctor (Koblinslsy, Timyan & Cray 1993).
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It has also been suggested that although ntrsing education still takes place within a

biomedical frarnework, nurses and midwives are much better placed than physicians

to urderstand and deal with the emotional problems of illness'. In pregnancy and

childbirtlu the 'quick fix' of the medical model is often inappropriate or of little

benefit. Nurses and midwives are often presented with the meanings patients give to

their life and suffering and therefore are best placed to negotiate between the goals of

the doctor and the goals of the patient @altiel, 1993).

On the whole relations have been workable. The workable aspect reflects the 'women

cented' focus of the LMOU - all the staffare women, working for women.

PM: We have been so fortunate to have such a group of women who have been so

willing to take this on and to contribute to the process in terms of offering

suggestions, identifying problems and willing to change as the project has

changed.

It appears that, in general, the staff perceive the project as contributing positively to

the services provided by the LMOU. The effrciency of the screening tools and the

benefits of providing an emotionally supportive environment were emphasised by all

the staff members. The main concerns and issues cenhe around the lack of available

funds and the implications thereof, as well as practical problems such as client

defaulting and lack of postnatal follow-up. Grcater insight into these issues is

provided in the following section, which refktson the client's perceptions.
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4.5 CLIENT CLAIMS

This section discusses the aspects of the project that the clients' perceive as being

positive. The themes that emerged was the quality care received from the midwives,

the positive experiences of being counselled which is divided into the sub-themes -
opening up, recognition and validation and neutrality, and positive birth experiences.

4.5.1 Quality Care from Midwives and Nurses

The most consistent theme of this evaluation concemed the caring treatment received

from the midwives and nurses at the Liesbeeck MOU. All of the women I interviewed

reported that they received exceptional quality care, antenatally and during childbirth.

The trust that the nrses and midwives build up with their clients is integral to the

success of the project. So even though the client's birthing cxpcricnces a^rc not part of

the project per se, the client's experiences and perceptions of the staff in gcneral are

intrinsically linked to their responsiveness to being not only physically but also

emotionally 'held' during the perinatal period.

Pl: The midwife was kind and so gentle with me when I was in labour.

P2: Oh yes, oh yes! The midwives and nurses were helpful and friendly and kind.

They were... like... offering us muffins and tea all the time and a beautiful lunch

it was very nice, and they were so nice to me. They gave me stength.

P5: The staff at the Liesbeeck MOU were very nice. So very, very hclpful. I am still

planning to write a letter to them (laugh) . I must sit down and do that - it rvas six

months ago!
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Two of the mothers expressed surprise at being treated with concem and digdry. They

are both yotmg single mothers and expected to be judged. Cdtain cdegories of

women ar€ soen by sociay to be unfit to be mothcrs - such as unmanied women,

teens, lesbians, ambitious professionals md poor women (Lemer, l99E).

P6: It was wonderfirl, it was thc best, I was so surprisedl My mother said she was

going to take this lady some flowers and chocolates because she was the best. My

mother durys used to tell me if you go to hospitsl and you are a single mother

and giving birth ttrcy will tell you 'come on and get done with this baby' and stutr

like that. Thcy were so sweett They wure so nice - wonderful.

P4: Oh the staffwerc so very, v€,ry nice. They weren't nrde or urything - they were

very nice people.

According to Shuls ltIaks, a South African nursing historia& cnrelty to padents by

nunleo has be€n legendry for decades. Recent South Africm studies have also revealed

statr aggrcssion and hostility touruds tcenag€rs nfro are either requesting frmily

planning or giving birth" (Jewkes, Myo, & Ab,rahams,lgt7),

A shtdy done at a MOU in Cape Town explored women's pcrccptions of the care they

rcceived. All but one of the womem rcported experiencing shouting scoldirry;

rudcness or sarrasm. Two of the wornen reported being beaten by staff Thc

interviews with midwives indicated that they felt justified in scolding potients urho

thcy perceived as'horally deviant" for example, pregnant teen8gprs (Jewkes et al.
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1987). Contrary to this research, it is evid€,nt the staff d the LMOU are setting an

excell€,lrt example of providing a client cenfied and caring sewice.

45.2 Parcpthns of BGltrg Screened

Recent qualitative research explored wom€fi's experiences of routine screeoing by

h€alth visitors using the EPDS concluding that the participants found routine

screenhg with thc EPDS to bc unaccephble (Shakespeare, Blake & Crarcia, 2004).

However, this study revealed that alt the wome,n found the screening accepuble and

helptul.

Pl: Ja I felt okay when they gave me that thing to fill itr. It was like they cared about

howl was.

P5: It was only after I filled in the questionnaire that I realis€d that I was not acnrally

feeltng great. They offered m€ a counselling session and I realiscd how much

strain I was uder.

P2: I felt a bit strange at first wh€o I rcad the questions, but I didn't mind. They did it

in akind uay.

It appears that these women did not pe,rceive the scrcening to be a pcrsonal infusio,n.

Ilrcy rcported the screening to be supportive and not pdhologizing or stigmatising as

was experienced by Shakespcare et al's (2004) paticipants.
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{53 Councc[in8 Erpcricnces

Ttre majo,rity of the womeo thafi I interviewed (six out of eight) reported that the

counselling that th€y rweived unas helpfirl. Each of these participants had a single

antenatal counselling session and tb main the,mes tbat I idfltified w€rc naEatives

aroud 'ope'ning up', 'rccognition and validation' ad 'neuEality'.

4.53.1 Openlng Up

In the context of this study, 'opening up' refers to the catlurtic experience of

expressing and vertalizing feelings and problems. The participants rypeared to

appreciate the unint€rrupted safe spacc to exprcss themselves. Many wom€n

experience a lrck of entitlementto persooal space (Maynes & Bcsq 1997\

P 4: The session uas nice just to spcak to someone, and y'know just talk about it and

just feel free to talk. I lilre...really opened to her.....a that time I was really eurotional

and things were going thrcugh my head.'

P 2: It went okay. I did start to cry a bit so I could actually let go wtrile I ums speaking.

P l: It did help me, actually...um. I thitrk I could lralizrc something that I didn't

realize bccaus€ I was keeping it in - I was blocking it up inside but once I let go so my

mind was more broader then I could think betterD.

P 3: It is something very good because you Gan op€n up.
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P 5: I spoke about things tlut I would not normally talk aborn Like, I told her that I

sometimes have a problem orpressing mpelf. That I sometimes don't have the

words to say how I actually feel. I felt stronger after expressing tlrat!"

Oakley (1992) conducted a strdy that demonstrated the effectiveness of a sosial

support interyeotion in 'high risk' pregnancy. The rcsults showed that rympathaic

listening srryport is a more effective way to promote the mother's health and that of

their babies rhan most of the medical interyentions canied out in the nme of

antcoatal cae.

4.5.3, Rocoguirion end Vr[dation

A key fastorthat contributed to the participants having a supportive experience is that

of being recognised and validated. In this contqrt recognition refers to the counsellon

acknowledgment of the participants emotional state and valldation refers to the

Eassumrrce of worth. This involves the acceptancc of the tesponscs and feelings of

the clieuts. Many women rnayhave never felt recognised or validate{ aod accomding

to Parker (1995), these processes are cental to therapeutic inte,ryention,

P 4: The ssunselling session did help so much. She (the counsellor) talked so much

pride in me - it helped me a lot. I was so confirsed becanse this is my second baby and

I had a two year old already and I didn't know what to do with my mother in law

because she was stlessing me out. I couldn't take it my mote so I spoke to the lady at

the clinic (the counseltor).

P l: It ryas helpful and thc lady really Ustened to mc and she ask€d me tn much stufr.
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P 2: She (counsellor) went really deep in stufi, and she list€ned to all my problems.

P 5: I had a couple of risk facton but I knew they were to do with my partner's lapk of

involvement. He is in the States. The counselling session helped because I came out of

16rrs +hinking "I am okay!" (laught€r) I felt relieved.

P 2:l told her (thc counsellor) that I am so frightened because it is sore when I have

scx - it hurts. I was fright€ned about tbe birth - the fast of the pain She helped

me - we spoke about my fers. And thcn the birth was so perfect, I could do

everything!

The participants rypcarcd to have appreciated having an uninterrupted space to focus

on themselves and reflect on asp€cts of their livcs. Cutuna (1984) highlighEd

validation as beitrg integral to well b€ing. Women are less likely to feel that their

problems and frustrations are rmique if they are able to share their experiences. She

suggests that reassurance of worth bqrefited women poshatally in tbat it helped tbem

take action towards eliminating suessful circumstances and to adjust ps'ychologically

to circumstances thd cannot be changed.

{.533 Nortrality

The mothe'rs that I intenriewed appreciated having someone other than frnily

rnembers or friends to colrfide in.
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P l: Ja, it was good because I couldn't speak to my mother or my father - like you

know its too closc. With somebody that I didn't know I could actually talk and

sst ftee uftat was rctu,ally hurting me.

P 4: I was so stressful and I didn't want to talk to nobody about it. That day I just

made up my mind I iln gomg to talk to her (the cormsellor), I couldn't say

anything to my family - they just thitrk I am being lazy or stupid.

P 5: If you don't waot to op€,!r up with someone from your family, rplative or

something like that. You can really open up to thc counsellor.'

Recent studies have rcflested that close frie,nds and family atE not as helpful for

support alr morE distant contarts. The sndies were ref-ening to conditions such as

canc€r or miscaniags ufiereby commonplacc supportive behaviours w€IE frequently

penccived as unhelpful (Oakley, 1997).In a sense this is the cnrx of the program - it

da"€ods on the willingness of women to rmburde,o themselves to cotmsellors.

The participsnts, it appears, fclt supportcd and comforted by the counselling session.

It is beyond the scope of this study, however, to assess to uihat degree the counselling

sessions hclpd the clients.

45,3.4 Poritive Erpodcncco of lllothertood

Numerou studies have explored the rclationship betrveen adaptdion to motherhood

in tplation to social support. Thr€e out of the eight mothers that I inteffiewd were

contqrt md coping with motherhood-
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P 4: I was very worried about ha.'ing another baby... and th€n the lady (the

counscllo$ spoke pride in me".

She went onto say;

P 4: I felt firc afrer the birth becausc I have a lot of support. I was wonied in my

pregnmcy, and at first t didn't want the baby - but it all turned out well. The

cotrnselling gave me streryth.

4535 Pocltlvc Bfuth Erpctionea

Six of the motbers tbat I intenriewed had very positive birth expedences. Birth in

westem socicty is polarised into two dominant models - ttre medkal model and the

nafiral or holistic model. It is widely accepted that the medical model is dominant

(Chadwich 2003). The LMOU is unique in the Westem Cape in that it is an 'Active

Birth Ce,nte' aspiring towads natural birth methods, and as much as possible avoids

medical technologr and intervention

P 2: The bir& was so perfect. I could do everything!'My partn€r supported me a lol

P 6: My birth was iosedible - it was an amszing experiencr.

P l: My birth was fine. Everything uient well. Just painful!

These discourses reflect a seule of empowerment The staffat th€ LMOU clearly gave

tbese women the space to etEerience their births. The descriptions rpflcct how it was
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for them rather than what was done to them. Studies have rwealed ttut the degree to

which womeo are empowered to make their own active decisions and feel in contrcl

of tbe birth p,rocesses has a direct relationship to women's satisfaction with childbirth"

Allowing women to do things their way is a critical ingredient of uftat women

describe as 'natural' in childbirttr (Chadwich 2Wt).

4.6 CLIENT CONCERNS

This section deals with the aspocts of the projest that the client's found problernatic.

Thc Perinaal Menal Health Project cannot be separaed from the context in which it

is implemented" I have, thereby, explored with the clienq their entirc experience at

the LMOU, incltrding their birth experiences. Even thotrgh their birtbs rG not directty

relared to the Perinatal Meiral Health Project per s, sttdies suggest that birth

experiences have a significant impact on postnatal dcprcssioru Apart from negativc

birth orperiences, the experience of mtohertrood

4.6.1 Negrtlve Birfr Erpcrlcncer

At the Liesbeock MOU, if a birthing process becomes proble,matic the patient is

referred to Mowbray [,Iat€rdty Hospital, which is afiached to the unit. Two of the

participams in this shrdy rwre trmsffi to Mowbray tvlaernity Hospital and

induc€d"

P 6; I was struggliry. It was terrible. Terible. frightcning. I was induced ud they

used a vacuum. My baby didn't feed on me the first night becausc he did not

sleep bV me md the,n we struggled to put him on thc b,r€ast It jnst didn't work

so hc went on a bottlc. I was vety shocked 8fter that My baby lost weight and
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then they said he had yellow jaundice. In the beginning he was a rcal crying

baby. We took him to the clinic to fetch something".

P 5: I had a yscuum and I tore badly. I had 3'd degree tears. I lay in the ward for ages

before they decided to stirch me up. I lost a lot of blood. My rocovery was

hectic. One month after the birth I ums still in pain. The stitches becamc

infectcd. It was hard with a tiny baby and I rescnted by partner not being tbffi.

These oumples ilhstate the potentially life thrcatening aspect to childbirth nfiich

mnst be considered when evaluating the 'technocratic' method @avis-Floy4 1997)

critically. These wom€n did have the p,rivilege of receiving ski[ed medical assistance,

whereas [uny womcn in South Africa have lack of choice and resourccs. However,

the concein is thst the mothers who had received such quality ant€mtal care d the

LMOU ended W feeling disillusioned about theirbirth orperiences and staffEeatnent

after beinge tansf€rr€d to the Moufrray Maternity tlospital. These women ap,peared

to b€ effested by the low degree of mstemal conhol technolory, e:racerbatal by a

perceived lack of support from both stEff and putner.

P 5: My expcrience at Mowbray ums tenible. Mowbray has got a lot to leam from

the Liesbeeck MOU. In my experience tbsy were very uncaring. Some of the

women around me had hectic experie,nces and they were alonc.

Howevcr, interestingly, both of thesc mothqr, despite difficult births and resultant

prolonged rccovery proccss, were two otrt of thee motbers that were not deprcssed at

the time of the interview. This is not consisteit with rcsearch trd uggests that a
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women's birth experience impacts on her emotional well being postnatally. Stess

after childbirtb, wh€rc there has beeir a high level of obstetric intervention, has been

highlighted in many shdies as a risk factor for postnatal depression (B€ch 1998;

Davis,Floyd, l99l; Epperson, 1999; Gotlieb, l99l). Thcre arp various factors that

could have contributed to this findiq&

Fintly, their babies wErE six and lrw€n months old respectively, which may have

allowed for a recovery period. Both mothers reported a prolonged physical rccovery

perio{ Sccondln and significantly both participants had very adequate support

systems arrd neithcr of them had temperanre,ntally difficult or challenging infants at

the time ofthe interview.

P 6: I felt such relidthat my baby was fine. fuid th€n aftefivards I had a sweet baby.

A r€al $ileet baby. I am so hrypy now. I feel fine. My mother helps me a lot too

and my partner visits ns everyday.

P 5: He is such a contelrtd happy baby and my parents (she lives with h€r parcnts)

are also 'head over heals.' My motber looks after him in the evenings and she

loves being a graodmo,ther.

Thirdly, both of these mothers responded very positively to their antenatal couruelling

session. It is possible that this support impacted on their r€covery.

P 5: If I ever felt depr€sscd I would definitely go back to the Liesbceck MOU fot

counselling. The oounsellor really helped me during p€gnancy.
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P 2: lfelt stong after my counselling session I was no longer so scar€d-

4.62 Unsuccrrsful Rcferralc

Two of the poaicipants felt that ttry did not benefit from the souns€lling pmgram.

P 3: I didn't sped much time with the counscllor. She referred me to someone else.

So no, it didn't hclp.I need to scc someone but I have,n't had time.

This participant was very depressed when I intervieurcd her. The cormspllor referred

her to a psychologist at the institution u/here she is studying. She gave birth before she

nadc contac.t with the psychotogisq aod posmaally it rypeared thd she clearly needed

psychological srryport In this instance she appeared to be too ovenrhlmed wittt hcr

circumstmces to take action and seek fieahent

Another mother who I interview€d saw both counsellors and the psychiatist Sh€ fclt

let down by the discontinuity she experienced.

P l: I was shunted from one refetral to the D€xt. I went to a counsellor and she said

that I needed medication I found tbc psychimist unhelpful. I rms conperoed

about the medication. I mrxt say I 8m s,'nical. I went to one counsellor and

when I made another ryointment I was sent to the other counsellor.

It is unknown whcther this participant's e:perie,nce of tbe service was hindercd

becarrsc she was rmable to build up a therapeutic bond becatrs€ of the discontinuity, or

if she bcgian the process from a defensive standpoint.
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4.63 Dlfficult Erpcrienca of Mothcrtood

In general, the women tbat I interviewed were stnrgglmg with motherhood. There

aepearcd to be an unwi[ingpcss of frthers to take ernotional and physical

responsibility, a lack of money and social isolation and shess. Recognitioa that poor

sosial support may have an effect on postnatal outcomes is increasing (Webster et aI.

2000). The participants' perceptions of new motherhood wete explored to assist the

prcject in two wBys. Firstly, to assess urhether a follow-rp postnatal counselling

session could have been appropriate. An4 secondly, to illuminate the corp themes of

women's postnatal experiences to give insight into the social and psychological

context ofthe prcject.

4.63.1 Secrificcr

The transition to motherhood comes with enotmous sacrifice and the majority of the

participants werc experiencing this impact. Sasrifices ue particularly difEcult if the

child was unplanned.

P 2: Its been hard because I am so young. I could have gone on with my schooling

becausc I wanted to finish. Ja, I wanted to finish my studies.

The lack of choice is evident - this q,sman's partncr left her when she fell pregnant.

Pl: I got this job and th€n thrcc months later, I think, I fell pregnant and then

everything lilrc just wcnt dowa the drain. I mean I could have a bstter carcer

now.I could have gone out wh I wanted to go out.l could have moved when I

wanted to move and I can't do that now.
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P 3: I am a third year student and it is so difficult to achieve. Everyday I cry when I

ty to work and take carc of this baby. Th€rc is no time for u{oyme,lrt - I have to

be so responsible because the baby is living with me.

This woman was able to continue with h€r studies but was experiencing the loss of

e,njo1me,lrt. Her orperiencc of motherhood appearcd to be dominated by

'responsibility' - she is combining stndymg ud singls parenting.

CN 2: It is sad to s€c wom€n who, for example, have saprificed so much to go to

university, and their parents may have been in domestic service or

something and rlfi€n they gct pr€gnant tlrey want to be good mothprs but

have worked so hard to gpt wtrere they are. So they att so devastated.

Contemporary messages that are gveir by the media celebrates the notion that

'mothers can have it all.' Societal Eressages imply that it is staigffiorwud for

mothers to have carqem as well as an exciting social Hfe (Conarrd"l99l). Motherhood

oomes wi& unavoidable sacrifices, which are linked to the degree of social support

that the mother rpceives. Social suppoil consists of both insuumental support (such as

childcare and help with household chorcs) and well as emotional support (the quality

of family and social (Beck, 198).

The rnajority of women take on thc responsibility of childcarc and children- It is

assumed that the role is primarily a feminine one - a notion that is perpctuated by

psychobiologcal thought Motherhood in \Mestera hdustrialized societies is
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chracterized by economic dependmce yet the notion of maternal instinct is

psrpstuated (Nicholson, 1999). Motherhood for many is experienced as &ndgery and

self-sacrifice (Bolla, lgM) in contrast to the cornmon discoune of mofiering being

the ultimate fulfilment.

*62,2 Sltrglc Prrcnthood

Four out of the six of the participants were single parcnts.

P 3: I am coping okay but its had being 6 singls mother and he (the boby) has beell

sick quite a lot and then I get very upsct and I'll get angff. In the back of my

mind I am thinking 'your httrer is not h€r€ - if he was he could help me out. He

couldhold him'. And that stesses me out a lot.

P l: Sometimes I qm so stressed and th€n I get angry at thp futrcr for not being thcre

and I take my stress ofi onthe child.

P 3: Even though I we,nt to that session and for a while it felt okay - brt you know

u,hen you are at home with the child it feels lonely. Like you know you farnily

is therre but the fatbcr figrre isn't there and I am thinking if he was hene by now I

could have gotteir a bath and he could have watched the child or I could have

cateo. Sometimes when I gEt up in the morning and no one is around in the

house and I am hrmgry and then I am doing everything with the child and it is 3

o'clock in the aftemoon and it is sup,posed to be brealdast - you understand.
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P 1: I want to get my orm flat or somerthing but I am first \vaiting for him to walk,

Then I can get a better job and I can get myself a car. I want to leam how to live

on my own- I don't want to stay at home anlmorc under my parent's roof and

bring thcrn atl this stress and grief because they re getting old and now thcy

must sit wittr thc child. I don't want to put thd sfiess on tbe,m.

Lone parents and one-parent households have increased significantly in th€ Western

world (Giltepie, 2000). Researph indicates trat single pue,nb show higbcr rates of

depression than married men and single women- One explanation for these differences

involves lifestyles that lead to depression and anxiety through a combination of low

powEr and role overload. A 'housewife' is an orample of low power, and full time

emplolment phu caring for childrren constitues role overload (Paltiel, 1993).

In South Africa teenage pregpaoqf is e:rtnemely sommon (Jewkes, et o1.,2001). The

impact pftegnancy ha-q on teeoagers, such as intemrpioo of schooling unemplolmeut,

poverty and obstetic complications is conccrning (Cunninghan & Boult, 1996). The

burden of ernotional and physical care for these children falls almost exclusively upon

the women"

{.533 Srdncg

P 3: I am deprresse4 I have a tot of issues but she is not a crying baby. She lies still. I

can do the nappies and I can leave the baby and shs do€so't cry. But I crry inside

myself.'

Thc nurturing of childre,n has universally been soen as 'natulal' to womeo and the

concept of 'maternal instinct' is take,n for granted in Western sultur€ (Nicholson,

1999). This umontested notion is disadvantageous for women as it implica tbst
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moth€rhood is universal and tmchrngrng (Gillespie, 2000). It defines what is tpelr as

normal behaviour for women, not taking into consideration the divergence of women

with regard to expectations, desires and experiences (Nicholson, 1999).

Motherhmd has been dcfined by normative discourses whercby it is seen as cenEal to

the 'ess€,nce' of female identity (Gillespie, 2000). Esseirtially the discotuses of

Western culture define motherhood as fixed, unchanging natrual, fitlfilling and

cental to feurinine identity (Gillespie, 2000). It is evident from these interyiews, that

that motherhood might be b€tter rmderstood as a social and historical construction

with diversc ways of experieocing it.

4.63.4 Child Crre rnd Life Strelc

A key risk fastor for postnatal depression is su.ess (B€ck, 2W2). Stessful eve,lrts

relating to child care can involve fastors such as an infant experiencing health

problems or difficulties with regard to feeding or sleeping. Othsr lives shesses such as

marital issues or occupational problems dwing pr€gnancy or postnatally, are likely to

impact on ttre mother's ernotional h€alttr (I(ahrt 2000).

P 3: I was happy at first and then the sadness started to come whe,n I had stress wift

my studios. I felt so emotionally suessed. Even aow."

This mother struggled with a child that had regular chest p,roble, s.

P 2: Every night I pray to Crod that He must glve me strength to look after my child .

eve,rr if he is sick. Eve,n if I have to get up 20 times in tbc night lt's just so very hard.
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P l: Its hand to work at night and look after him in the day. I just tell mysel{, I'm

going to do it...I'm going to do it...for my child. I'm not gorng to do it for

nobody else but my child.

The arrival of a new baby is a seessful event, rcquiring a high degree of adaptation

(Cutrona, l9E2). It has been hypothesised that womcn u&o expetience additional

stressful ev€nts arorurd the time of p,regnancy and childbirth are those who become

deere$rd (B€ck, I 998; Paykel et al., I 9t0).

4.53.5 Mrternd Anbtvrlencc

This participaot rcvealed her inense ambivale,nce she felt, d timeq towards her baby.

P l: Sometimes,I look at my child and I think'you know if I could kill you I uould

do it' but their I just fall back and I think to myself, 'Oh God - please just help

me, help mc because its nothis fault

Maltrreatment of a chil4 by its own mother, is perceived by the public as thc most

ultimate incomp,reheirsible act Discor.uses of evil surround mothers who violate the

innocence that she is meant to protcct (Coward, 19D.7). It is uderstandable that

society rcacts with despair at the frequent cases of child abuse or child muders by

theirmothers.

Hourever, prblic discourses, nfiich only ccho the polarities of good and wil, give no

acluowledgment to md€mal ambivale,nce. In reality, all mothers sharc both loving

aod hating feelings for their children The d€nial of the feelings of finy, boredom or
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even dislike towards children, all of u&ich are part of motherhoo4 makes the burdEn

harder to bear and can result in these feelings being expressed in perverse ways

(Mqmes & Best" 1997).

Parlrer, (1995), distinguishes betnee,lr manageable and unmaoageable ambivalence.

She suggests that manageable ambivalence can play a crcdive role in a mothcr's

capacity to think and act Parker argucs that it is the coexistence of loving feelings and

hating/resen6rl feelings thd gulde amother into thinking about whd goes on between

herself and her child @arker, 1995). However, we live in a culturp which is

'ambivalent about maternal ambivalence' (Featherstone, 1997: pltS) aad this can

bwome overufrelming and imsrobilidng for women. It provides a context that can

induce feelings of intense guilt and at times render ambivalencp "nrnanageable

(Parker, 1995). Social wor*ers come across unrnanagcable ambivaleoce on a regular

basis and sometimes a failure to recognise wlrat is happening can have nagic

consequences (Featherstone, 1997).

Public discourses about mothcrhood often makes it look so casy. Despite an orhe,mely

high incide,nce of postaatal depr,ession, becoming a mother is still expected to be a

happy life went, emotional$ fulfilling and easy. Thc myth thm predominates is that

the mother should be perfectty in tune with h€r infaot, md seemingly needs nothing

for herself. That is the cause of so much guilt amongst mothers (Ivlalnes & Besq

t99,7).

4.63,6 koletlon rnd Soctd Support

P l: I'll be in my room and the,lr I get very stressed otrt and I will burst out crying and

the baby's sleepury then I will feel - you know - I nccd someone m hE mc or
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hold rne and I can't go to my mother and tell her I feel uncomfortable - telling

heryou know, Ijust need to be hugged.

P 2: I feel lonely. It is hard wbcNr my tiends go out md eqioy thcmsclves and I am left

alone with the baby.

hevious studies have found a $rong association benreenr low support and de'prcssion

with women" Women with low *ryport werp twice as likely to scorp above 12 of the

Frtinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (Webster et a1.,2000). Long term follow up

studies have also slrown that wome'n with low suprport require more psychiatric

6eupselling, display delayed psychomotor development and are more @nently

hospitalis€d thnri other infants (Webster et a1.,2000) This underpins the importance of

idemifiing at risk womeir dudng th prEoatat period md ensuring that they are

adeqtrately monitored in thc postnatal pcdod.

Psych: Something I have learnt from this project is that pr€gDant mothers ard tho

women tbat we see herc are not aware of the attachmffit process with

their infants. They are ther€fore not au/Ee of the potential difficulties

due to their cunent menal state. ltey are not informed about the necd

for adeqnarc bonding in the early months.

Women who are in need of therapeutic help are often perceived only in relation to

their perceived suooess or failure of mothering. In patriarchal medicine &er€ tsds to

be an about reproduction and mo,therhood It is the h€alth professionals

who claim to 'know', not tbe mtlrers themselves, u/ho'in line with their construst€d
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positions constnre women as ignorant and culpably resistant to the (supposed) benefits

of professionalized medical knowledge.' (Oakley, 1992: ptt).

Mothers do have a s€parate non-maternal self and all genc,ralizations about msternal

feelings are problematic, especially nfien they tell you ufiat is 'notmal, 'right' or

'trlre'. Ma1'nes & Best, lWT,describe a women ce,nued counselling facility should be

based on the central belief 'that seeing the mothcr as a subject, a penrrn with ber oum

needs, feelings, md intercsts, is critical to fishting against thc drEad ad th€

devahution of wome,n' (lvtalrnes & Best" 1997: pl25).

4.7 CLIENT ISST'ES

4.7.1 Portnetal Follow-up

A mother articulated the ambivale,lrce shc felt beforc she we'nt for her couoselling

appointmcnt. She also found it difficult to phone for another appoinunent posmAally

even though shc had been deprcssed and felt slte needed one.

P 4: At fi$t I didn't urant to go to my appointment. I was like 'oh no! Don't go' but

then the womaq carnc in and said 'You can comc hside' and then I went inside

and I was th€re. So that is rvty I thiDk I strould ratherjtst take myself egnin and

just go again. It will be fin€. But I am always h$itant, you know - 'how am I

gotng to feel' and 'wbat am I going to say' sod '\ings like that - so it's a bit

uncomfortable.

P 4: I Orought of phoning for another scssion, brut then I don't know. Something just

keeps me back.
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And the mothers said:

P 3: I felt better. I felt much befi€r after my first session but then I didn't want to go

for the other session because it involved the tablets. (She was referned to a

psychiauist)

P l: I'll be talking, utd it may evetr be a stranger, and then she hugs me and I burst out

crying and it the,n all comes out So somctimes I do fcel that I nced to talk to

somebody. It is difEcult to phone to make an appointment.

P 4: I do need a follow-up appoinmelrt but I don't have the time. I have probleurs

with childcare and stuff. But I have always been thinking of making another

appointment.

P 6: I didn't thir* of malcing another appoinment because the,re was so mrrch goltrg

on after the birtb" How can I say...it took over a month to heal. I couldn't wallc

I just lay on the bed. My baby had colic and we had to go back to the clinic and I

was sore and I just hd to cope. There was no time to think. No time for me to

go to tdk to a cotrnsellor,

In genera[ there appears to be a secrccy and mystique sunormding counselling. And

for sorne the concept reveali4g emotional p'roblems to a stranger is completely

foreign. This requires potqilial clients to make enoruousl efforts to order 'to min

access to the active and motivded part of themsetves that can seck out this kind of

help' (Maynes & Best, lW7).It is easic,r for the women when a midwife refers them
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directly - slre can embody the motivation to get help. Postnatally, it requircs logistical,

motivcional and emotional €n€rgy to seek help.

4.73 Mcdicetion

Nicolson, (1990), argu€d that there are social prcssurcs for women to be feminine but

femininity itsclf represents a pathological condition Medicine has also, in many ways,

been snip@ from it social and cultural context.

Since the 1950's the individualist discourse of health edrrcation has dominated healttl

policy. Oaklcy (1992), points out how this provides a powerfrrl ideological

srnokescreen behind ufiich eirvironmental constraints on achieving health are veiled

as beitrg individuals inesponsible choices. The discourses around health imply thst it

is det€rmined aroud lifestyle, not living conditions. Individruls are therefore morally

culpable ifthey do mt rnake rcrponsible choices (Oakley, l99z).

Women havc been placed in a peradoxical position within the household. They have

been assigned the rote of health caren, in the family as well as promot€rs of moral

order. At the same time they are blamed and viewed as the main perpetrarors of

unhealthy behaviour, choosing urhsalthy diets or failing to have their childrcn

immmized (lvlalall, 1986 - cit€d in Oaklcn 19Dt2),

P t: They told me I should go to another counseiling wome,n at Red Cross or Crroote

Schuur to get tablets but then I thought I don't want to go on tablsts because

they said tbat snrffis addictive and everything."
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Medicalization lefers to thc way in which modem medicine has ospanded to

encompass p,roblems that wer,e prreviously not defined as medical entities (Le\ilin &

Oleson, 1985). Fcminists argue ftat norrral phases of the female life cycle

(menstnration, plegnancy, childbirth and menogause) have been pathologized.

The biomedicel model poffiays human beings as 'physical bodies subject to

malfunctioning' (Oakley, lW2z pl7). Historically, the health practitiorrr's role has

been to fix 'th€ machine' by physical means. Body and psyche at€ rrcen as separate

entities, Identities and social beings atp not seen as being intimately connected to &e

social and mderial world (Oakley, lW2). However, it is generally acceptd amongst

professional and the lay popul*ion that social relaionstrips contibute to physical well

bcin&

4t CONCLUSION

It wideot that both the staffaod tbp clients have benefited from the implerrentation of

PMIIP. The screening tools and the available counsellors have povided a containing

structnrc for the midwives to attend to thc client's e,motional issues. The clients

appreciated the intcrvention. A key concern is, howevcr, the lapk of postnaAl follow

up despite the mothers' experie,lrces of postnatal difficulties. The practical ud

theoretical implications of the claims, concerns and issups, which emergd from this

shrdy, will be discu$sed in the following chryter.
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CHAPIERTIYE

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMEITI'ATIONS

5.T INTRODUCIION

This chapter sufinaris€s the key findinge of the study and makes recommeirdations

based on these furdings. These recommendations aim to assist the PMHP in €nsuring

that the services it provides arp best suited to the needs of the clieirts. Limitations are

also considered and the chapter concltrdes with suggegtions for firther rpsearch"

5.2 STIMIITARY OT TNII)INGS AIYD RECOMMENDATIONS

The tbemes that emerged fiom this study were divided into staffpenceptions and client

pqcqpions. The overall resporses ftom both the staffand the clients, with regrd to

tbe perceived efficecy of thc PMIIP werE orhemely positive. All the stafr

unanimotrsly aer€ed that the PMIIP should be contintred at tbe LMOU, and all the

clients claimed to have benefite{ in some wan from the project.

A positive frctor tha emerged from the saffrelated to the efficacy of the ss€€ning

tools and the stnrcturpd nanre of the ptoject. The EPDS and RFA enabled the

midwives, despia the busy scheduleq to cngngp with their clients' emotional issu€s. It

is beyond the scope of this rcsearch to assess the reliability of the scr€€ning tools, but

what did emffge uras the midwives' apprcciation of being able to use I simple and

sueamline tool tbat focuses on mental healfi prroblems in the busy medical practice. It

also c,merged tbat the clieirt participants werc cxperie,ncing emotional problems

ant€natally, and claimed to appreciate the interrrention and did not find the pocess
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intrusive or exposing. This, it seems, also rpflests the sensitive mantrer in which the

midwives handlcd thc scrceniag.

A contentious issue, which emerged with regad to sucening reldes to thc coverage

rde. The screening is not being done as consisteirtly as the project manag€r would

like. This issue ums brought up in the research follow-up meeting and it transpired

that a n€cessary change in procdure would contibrne to an increase in cove,rage. A

specific day was delegated to implementing a series of physical tests, such as blood

taking; and the scre€ning procedure was incorporated into this routine. Neurport,

Hostetter, Amold, & Stowe, QW2), argue that accrrrate diagnosis of postnatal mental

sonditions me often trf,trpered by poor screening practiccs for potential medical

causes srrch as diabetcs, anaemia or hpothyrcidisq nfrich thar may contribute to

depressive slmptoms. It ruas decided that the PND sseening will be dme in

conjunction with medical tests allowing for a more systematic ap,proach to smeening.

With regmd to intuition, this study recommends encouragernent and adrnowledgment

of the midwives' balancing of the test€{ standardized tools with a body of intuitive

knowledge. It is argrred that tr€ biomedical modcl has resulted in an under valuation

of intuition (Oakley, 19Dt2, Williams & Iwing, 199i6), but it is also und€rstood that

within this contsxt consistent and routine screening is essential. The midwives

personal attriburcs of sensitivity and r€spect are integnl to thc screeiring prccess, in

order to avoid women feeling stig$atised or intnded upoq as bas bear reported in

prcvious studies (Shakespeare et al.,z0o4;; Thrntle,2003).
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From a feminist shndpoint perspective this paradign shifr is important. The term

pardign is used loosely in the social sciences to mean pempestive, woddview and

assrmptions about reallty (Nielson, 1990). The midwives' inhritive perspective is in a

s€rure r€constrrrcting and reintcrpreting patriarchal models of scientific knowledge.

This is not b deiry the importance of quantifiable psychological knowledge, but

allows for the recogoition of the less visible @agleton, 2003).

Another recommendation is ttrat an evcn more simplified screening malrod could be

considened for under resourced MOU's. This is in response Webstcr et al's., (2000)

research which advocarcs the use of the Marcrnity Social Support Scale. It was

described as objective and simple, md useful in areas ufiete resources up minimal.

This could be considered for the less advantaged MOU'o in the Westffn Crye.

Alternatively the RFA could be uscd in isolation" whm screening becomcs difficult.

It emerged from this study that the midwives' pqceived an increase in self.awareness

as well as empathy towards their clients, as a result of this projcct. This the,me was

minored by the clients' tesporurcs, reporting exceptional qnallty care froln the

midwives and nurses at the LMOU and significantly $)me wcre surprised at being

Ecated with such caring respect. It was twealed that tlre taining wortshop, which the

midwives attended at the onset of the p,roje.c( was simultaneously informative and

experielrtial, facilitating the midwives' self-awareness. It is recommendod tbat the

midrrives, and possibly the counsellors, have rcgular feedback and support gpups to

sustaitr and enrich petsonal a\ryatEness md receive ongoing skills dwelopment. This

recommendation was raised in the research feedback meeting and it was agreod that a

smffsupport gEoup would be benefisial.
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This study also revealed thd th€ availability of corursellors r€licved the midwives'

feelings of hlplessness when d€aling with disbessed clients. In srryport of this view,

the majority of client participants reported that the couselling they received was

beneficial. The client participanr apprccided the safe spac.e to express themselves

and talk about their concerns, and also felt acknowledged and validated. The clients

also reportcd that it was useful to confide in someore that was 'neuEal', as opposed to

family members or friends.

Howwer, despirc tb help received ftrom the counsellors, the majority of the mothers

wene experiencing difficulties with motherhoo4 The the,mes rclating to the prroblems

that th€ client participants were expetiencing as mothers, were single parenthmd,

childcare and life stresses, isolaioru coming to terms with making sacrific,es and

maternal mbivalence. yet nore of them had returned for a follow-trp counselling

session This is sigdficant because a moin conccrn relaing to the PMHP is thc lack of

postndal follow up. All &e staff participnts felt that the fact that mothers wcrp not

coming back fora po*nmal follow-up session rnms proble,matic.

In essence runy of the problems that mothcrs' experie,nce are related to socio-

economic rffi?ints, lapk of social snpport as well as rcspoffEs to tha opprcssive

discourses which surmrrnd mothers in West€m sociaies. It is assumed thatthe rcle of

childc,are is primuily a female one, aod mothprhood is charactcrised by economic

d€p€ndcnce (Nicholsorg 1999). Eveir though tb cornmon discourse of mothering

implies tbe ultimde fulfitnent, Euny wom€ll experience Earry aspects of mothsthood

as drudgcry (Boulton, l9t3). This oftcn leads to ndernal ambivale,lrce, guilt -6 high
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incidences of PND. The client participants we,rc orperiencing msny of the risk facton

that research has indicated leads to PND. The inclrede single parenthoo{ infrut

health problemg lack of social supporg unemployment and financial difficulties.

The client participants' responses for not making a follow-up appointment, despirc

experiencing difficulticq were varied" The main theme that e,mcrged ums gaining

acoess to the motivued part of thecrselves to seek out help. The PMHP effectively

reaches out to women who arp part of an anteaatal system. However, since the six

week postnatal visit has b€€n drcpped from this system, the services with regnrd to

physical intervention end aft€r th€ wom€o give birth. The fast that the LMOU is a

medical environmcnt may be a factor in women not retuming. Literature suggests that

women perceive medical settings as being primarily concerned fl/ith trEating meiral

illness, rdlter than protecting and p,romoting meirtal health (Dennill, 1999). This also

relates to the appropriate,ness of the courselling vsrue. The less 'medicalized' the

environment, the less likely clielrts will make 'illness' associations with counselling

as opposed to social support and the pn',omotion of positive me,ntal health. Idealln a

room ffids to be delegated to tbe c<nrnsellors, rryhich is morc 'homely'.

Women's help seeking behaviours fall into tbrce mah grcups: perce,pnions strch as

fear; the stigpa relating to me,ntal illness; knowledge - such as knowing ufrere to go

aod uitat counselling involves; md distance, taosport and logistical factors

(Women's Health Council, }WZ). The arnilabilrty of edrrcational matcrial, uihich is

wome,n centre4 and non-stigmatising, could increase awarene$ and belp seeking

behaviour. Anotber recommemdation would be to facilitate support groups for women

and the inEoduction of mental heal& promotion wor{<shopa for women during the
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antenatal pedod. This could be a means of reaching out to wom€,ll in a way that

promot$ social support fot all mothers, not only those who are posnaally depressed.

It would be beneficial for health workers to address issues such as meirtal illness

stigtrrs, with the clients during the antenatal period.

Health promotion indicates a philosophical basis of self-eurpowetme,lrt thrcugh

education aad consciousness raising. Ideally individuatistic values that influence help

seeking, such as apathy, personal ignorance and incompetence, should be rejecte4 by

pointing out thp broader strustural socio-political bartien (Dennil et.o1.,2004). This

will enable thc women to incorporarc a consciousness of their social location and this

location's relation to their lived experience. From a feminist standpoint position, th

mothers' understanding is poteirtially more complete, deeper and complicate4 leading

to more accurate, complor knowlodge (Eagletou 2003).

A feminist standpoint p€rspective begins with the idea ttut the less powcrful meurbem

of soci*y have the potential for a morp complete view of social r€ality thm others,

because of tbeir disadvantaged position (Nielson, 1990). This study promotes a double

consciousness, which allows for sensitivity to the dorninant worldview as well as

incorporating the perspective of the motbrs, nfio in relation to the pdiarchal

medical model, arp subordinde (Ramazanoglu& Hollan4 2W2).

The PMIIP relies on thc voluntry services of a small corc group of counsellors,

which is an indication of how the serrricc has been marginalized in the public hcalth

sector, snd highlights the necessity of incrpased firnding. A recommendation is for the

PMIIP to look into the possibility of bccoming accredited with the Heatth Professions
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Board, in order to offer cornmuity placement to psychology stud€nB. This could

rcsult in the counsellor servic€ being more predictable and sustainable. More available

counsellors could also reduce the percentage of DNA's ('did-not-anives'). Ideally, the

introductionof a healthhome visiting service would be an effective means sf rcaching

these women Lircrature supports ttre benefits of maximising health and well being for

motherc and infane though home visits (Arurstrong et al., 199). This is

rpcommended as a long term goal.

I^ack of fuDding is a major corc€rn relating to the sustainabitity and grou/th of this

project. lvlany of the staffparticipants commented on the benefits of the ft,ee service,

providing support to womelr from low socio-eonomic secto$. Impovaished women

are those who are most at risk for perinatal problems, but can least afford to obtain

help. However, as the project manag€r rote4 more practical and financial sup'pon is

needed from people in positions of power. The PMHP would benefit from a full time

paid co-ordinator, and ideally the counsellors should be paid. This would contrihrte

towards the sustainability of the project, and assist the process of expanding the

PMIIP to otber MOU's.

Finaocial difficulties are key to the potential expansion of the project to less resourced

MOU's. For e:rample, the frustations ofthe nursing staffin the less rEsourced MOU's

who are grossly underpai{ impact on client-staff rclations, with t€ports of stnesscd

nnrsing staff shouting and sweriag at their clients (HonikmarU 2005; Jewkes et. al.,

l99S). A project of this naturp requires staff expcrtise, wttich include trusting and

non-judgenreotal personal atfiburcs. On a positive note, a r€cent development is the
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Western Cape government's indication of a willingress to help with the MOU's in

Hmover Park and Heideveld (Honikman, 2005).

This study revealed the,mes penaining to the diversity of counsellor characteristics.

The LMOU is also unique in that it serves a wide range of wome,n from diverse

backgrounds, in terms of class, race and langrrage. Writers have commented thet

ideally counsellors should mirror, to some exteNrt, the clie,nt's background (Ma;nres &

Best, 1997). It is recommended that, ideatly, the PMHP should aim at recruiting

counsellors trom diverse backgrcunds. On a positive note, with r€gad to gender, it

was noted that the staff, ufio are all women, could bridge the gapt relding to

diversity. Supportive care for wom€& during the perinatal perio{ is H provided

womento wom€n (Oakley, lggz,Nicholson, l9Dg),. This allows for awzry to tap into

women's collective consciousnees in order to confirm the experiences of \ilomeo,

which have often been d€nied within the maledominated medical model

Gamazanogtu & Hollan4 2002).

Finally, in order for the project to be recognised by those in power, and taken

seriously, it is rec,omme,nded that more research is canied out wittl rcgad to the

PMHP's feasibility. The implementation of ongoing public relcions activities are

also essential forfirndraising, as well as increasing public awarcness.

To surnmarise, the key recommc,ndations tbat em€rge out of this study are:

. Ongoing workshops or support gpups for the statr (in particular the

midrrives) to maintain self-awae, ess, to provide stpport and to promote

slcills development"
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The impleme,ntation of support Soups for mothers, ante,nally and

posnaally, to create a social support network for clients.

Ensrue tbat educational matcrial with regard to women's mental health is

provided for women antentally. It is important that this is provided in uay

that minimizes stigna and higbligbts the social issres ttut women face.

Engage in ongoing public rplations activities that are aimed * publicisittg

the nanre of pcrinatal me,nal health probleurs as well as the services tbat

ue offered by the PMIIP.

Encourage ongoing researph to explore the efficrcy of the proiecq

particularly for finding purpos€s.

Consider the possibility of a briefer, rnore simplified scrcening tool to

increase efficieocy during very busy periods, as well as for less resourced

MOU's.

Recruit cotmsellors from diverse backgrounds, and if possible, increase

counsellor availability, for dircct referrals.

Consider the place,ment of intern psychologists or commrmity service

plaoements.

Consid€r the long-term plan of home visits as a meaos to reach out to

womm postnaally.

53 LInIITATIONS OF Tm STUDY

A limitation of this sndy is thet the interviews were all conduc'ted in English and

participants needed to be fluent in English. I did, however, interview participants

urhse first languagp is not F.nglisfu uftich may have compromised their descriptions

and feedback. Also, it cannot be assumed ttrat issues of power werc not present as I

l14
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un white, middle class and Englistr speaking. Furthermore, the participants were

aware that I was an academic r€searcher with affiliations with the Foject. Th€se

variables coutd have impacted on the mtur€ and quality of the interviews and the

information obtained.

The theoreticat limitations relate to the feNninist standpoint position's assumption that

a women's understanding is potentially morc complete, deeper and morp complir:ated,

ad it is presumed that this leads to a morc accurate complex knowledge (Nielsou

1990). This implies crit€ria for 'accuracy', ufrich contonts the problematic idea of

objective reality. A key dimension of ferninist reseach is ie opposition to positivist

assumptions, ufrich reflects hard facts, objectivity and individual competition

(Terreblaocc & DrrteinU 1999). Argrrably, tnre subjectivity cannot be measured.

A second problem is the implicdion that the more dimdvantaged a gtoup iq the more

potential for knowledge constnrgtion. This leads us into a discussion of who is morc

opp,ressed and who is thereforc pote,ntially more knowledgeable (Ramazanoglu &

Hotlan{ 2002). The notions of experience do not have consistent meanings amoss all

versions of standpoint (Nielson, I 990).

Sandra tlarding suggests that feminist standpoint is a case of epistemolory in

tansition as it atrcmps to explore the relations betrreen knowledge and power. This

leaves feminists divided on how to make knowledge claims authoriative, how to

uderstand power and how feminist knowledge can be grounded in women's

experiences and ditffer€nc€s (Harding l99t).
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5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TURTHER RESEARCH

Although qualitative reseach was the chosen methodological appoactL it does have

its timitations. It is Fopos€d that a range of studies using different methodological

approaches should bc undertaken to ensurE that a comprehe,nsive assessment of tbe

effective,ness of the PMIIP is obtaind- For exnmFle, it would be of value to assess the

beoefits of the project qirantitatively, with a broader sample of mothers. Such a study

would reveal detailed derrographics of who is bencfiting from such aproject. It would

also be useful to do a needs analysis of other MOU's in the Weste,m Cape. The

LMOU is uique in that as a unit it b,ridges tbe gm betweqr public and prinate heslth

lesources and well as bridging the gap betrueen technological and'natural'childbirth

making it an ideal context to pilot this project, However, each MOU in the WEstern

Cape differs in social location

There is also scope for more in detrh research on the effectiveness of antenatal

counselling by conductiug follow up studies. Women's perceptions of being scr€ened

as well as assessing the Risk Fastor Assessment and other valid alternatives to

scre€oing in this setting would be beneficial. Theoretically, wom€n would benefit

from studies that refled on women's perceptions of PND. We live in a cultu,e that

emphasises the ideological importance of motherhood but at the same time declines to

confiront ufiat makes motherhood so difficult (Oakley, l9ffz).

5.5 CONCLUSION

The prescnt shrdy will hopefully be used to initiate firther research in this area The

findings suggest that the PMHP is a much n€eded resource. At present the PMNS

lacks routine poshatal care with regard to the well being of the infant as well as the
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daection of perinaal mental health problems in motters. This deficiency in the

system has been exaperbated by the discontinuation of the 6week posmmal check

visit The intention of this strdy is to do morc than talk about the benefits, problems

and limitations of the PMIIP. It is ho@ thd it will connibute towards a paradigm

shift by consciously adopting women's perspeetives in order to reinrcrpret and

rcconstnrct perinatal mental healtb"
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APPEIiIDU(A

$eml'rtmcturcd Intcrviery Gulde

Midrvlvg

l. In what way, if any, has the Perinatal Mental Health Proiect (PMHP) impast€d

on your workload md duties.

2. In general, n'hat arp the responses from the clienu whe,n you scrcen them?

3. Do you think there ae positive asp€cts to this project? If yes, what are they?

4. Do you think there are negative aspects to this project? If yes, wtrat ue they?

5. As a midwife, bave you learnt mything from this F,oject? If yes, what?

6. What changes/conributions could this poject bensfit from?

7. Do you think this project should be continued e the LMOU? Why?

Clicnts

l. How did you feel whe,u you werc asked to fill in the questionnaire during yotu

pregnancy?

2. How did you feel when you werc offered a counselling session?

3. In general, how did you find the teahent you received from the LMOU staff?

4. What was the counselliag session like for you?

5, How did you feel afterthe counselling session?

6. In general, how were you feeling emotionally aftcr your hby was born?

7. Did you make an appointrrent for a follow-up counselling session?

E. Do you think this servicc should be continued at the LMOU? Why?
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Prorect Menrger

l. How would you define your mle?

2. What do you considerto b€ the key benefits ofthis project?

3. What do you consider to be the key problems/issues that have arisen with

rcgpd to this project?

4. How have you found worting in collaboruion with the staffat the LMOU?

5. ltrave you learnt anything fiom the project? tfyes, what?

6. What cfianges/ contributions do you think this projet could benetrt ftom?

7. Do you think this service should be continued at the LMOU? Why?

Counrelhrr end PrychhHlt

l. What do you consider to be the key beirefits of this projcct?

2. What do you consi&r to be the key problemdissrps that have arisen with

rcgad to the prcject?

3. How do you think your role as counsellor/psychiatrist is impecting on this

prcject?

4. How do you find working in collabontion with the staffat the LMOU?

5. Do you find the e,lrvironment conducive to effective consulting?

6. Have you leamt anything from this project? fy"t, u/h8t?

7. Wbat changeJcontributions do you thinlc this project could most bcnefit ftom?

E. Do you think 6is Foj€ct should bc continncd at tbe IMOU?
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APPENDIX B

Application for Ethical Approval

To Whom it May Concern

Re: Aonlication for ethical aooroval

Enclosed are the relevant documents to apply for ethical approval from the University
of Cape Town to conduct research at the Liesbeeck Maternity Obstetric Unit. The title
of my proposal is "The Perinatal Mental Health project: An Evaluation,,.

I have enclosed:

3 copies of this covering letter

3 copies of the application form

3 copies of a detailed protocol

25 copies of protocol summary

25 copies of a consent tbrm

With Thanks

Julia Chesselet
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APPENDIX C

Signed Consent

Dear Participant

Thank you for agreeing to take part in this study. The procedure involves a brief

interview which will be recorded for convenience purposes. Your identity will remain

anonymous and confidentiality will be maintained at all times. You have right to

refuse to answer a particular question or to withdraw from the interview at any time.

If, for whatever reason, you feel you need emotional or psychological support

following this interview, I am committed to refer you to the relevant agency.

Your signed consent will be much appreciated.

Participant:

Researcher:

Witness
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ABBREVIATIONS

EPDS - Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale

LMOU - Liesbeeck Maternity Obstetric Unit

MCWH - Maternal, Child and Women's Health Plan

PMHP - Perinatal Mental Health Project

PND - Postnatal Depression

PMNS - Peninsula Maternal and Neonatal Services

P - Client participant

MW - Midwife participant

PM - Project Manager participant

CN - Counsellor participant

Psych- Psychiatrist
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